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Email letters, including author’s name, mailing address and daytime phone number to letters@alibi.com.
Letters can also be mailed to 217 Sierra Dr. SE, Albuquerque, N.M., 87108 or faxed to (505) 346-0660.
Letters—including comments posted on alibi.com—may be published in any medium and edited for length

and clarity; owing to the volume of correspondence, we regrettably can’t respond to every letter.

Seriously, Steve?

Dear Alibi,

Does the frequency of gun ownership have

anything to do with suicide rates? According

to statistics available online, Wyoming has the

highest rate of suicide by guns. Two-thirds of

all gun deaths in America are suicides.

Wyoming is consistently in the top three

positions for suicides per capita with 25.2 out

of 100,000 residents in 2016. (In 2015, they

were number one.) Guess who is number four?

New Mexico with 22.5 per 100,000 residents.

And guess what? We had more of them

because we have more people. So, Steven

Dapra [“Common Sense Makes No Sense,”

Letters Alibi v27 i11], I applaud you for using

the internet to do research. I did too. 
Sean Jones,
Albuquerque

Cuts Ignore Small Business

Dear Editor,

I was glad to hear about the recent [tax cut]

protest in Civic Plaza, because all the positive

spin about how it has led to corporate bonuses

ignores a key group: small business owners like

me.

The law gives enormous, permanent tax

cuts to large corporations but does little to

strengthen the economic power of small

businesses. The Small Business Administration

says small businesses employ more than half of

New Mexicans, but what does the new tax law

do for us? Other than creating an even more

complicated tax code that gives every

advantage to our corporate competitors, not

much.

The tax law doesn’t treat small businesses

like job creators. I may get a nominal cut, but

it won’t be nearly enough to offer raises or hire

employees. That is a snub every small business

owner, and everyone who works at a small

business, will feel.
Terry Warkentine,

Albuquerque

Two Problems, One Solution

Dear Alibi,

Sometimes two challenging problems can be

each other’s solutions.

Problem No. 1: New Mexico lacks

sufficient numbers of professionals such as

nurses, physicians, teachers, police, fire

fighters, psychologists and other mental health

specialists. If we successfully protect our

DACA families, as we should, we still will

need more experts to be our best future state.

Problem No. 2: American citizens living in

US territories surrounded by Atlantic and

Pacific oceans have undergone devastating

and increasingly frequent climate events

leading to a mass and random exodus into

states like Texas and Florida. Few if any

permanent arrangements are there to welcome

the many highly skilled, usually bilingual,

American climate refugees.

There is a growing threat to the peoples of

our American territories in Guam and the

Micronesians, American Samoa, the Virgin

Islands and Puerto Rico. I learned a great

respect for the abilities and resilience of these

island Americans. But resilient or not, their

survival as a geographical entity is coming to

an end. Ocean levels are rising, hurricanes and

typhoons are intensifying. Where will their

most creative and talented island people go?

Recruiting the very island Americans we most

need to our mile-high, safe, beautiful and

spacious New Mexico would easily benefit our

state, while providing a fresh start to these

neighbors. Nor would immigration be an issue

since all these territorial residents are

American citizens that can move freely to the

mainland. An Occupational Opportunity

Office for the recruitment of American

Climate Refugees securing professionals in

short supply here in New Mexico, a new state

level office, would move this opportunity

forward. 
Robert Morgan,

Albuquerque

We Have Been Informed

Dear Editor and Contributing Writers,

I appreciate the reports you provide in the

Alibi of the decisions made and actions

performed by our local government and how it

is liable to affect us readers. And the call for

“citizen attention and monitoring” of these

activities of our elected officials given at the

conclusion of August March’s report on

current issues in “The City and the County,”

[Alibi v27, i9].

Our vote for these officials is not the only

way to let them know what we support for

them to do in our city/county. To paraphrase

the conclusion of the ballad “The Hangman,”

by Maurice Ogden, they only do what we let

them do, what we let them know we have

been informed of and paid attention to, and

what action on their part is in our best

interests. For example, we can contact Senator

Martin Heinrich to inform him of our reading

of the Guest Editorial he wrote for the same

issue of Alibi [v27 i9] referred to above and our

support of his concern for the growing risk to

public safety in our world due to gun violence

and the need for responsible gun control. 
Anita Yoder Rusk,

Rio Rancho a
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Dateline: Indiana
A high-profile white supremacist group has

disbanded because of a love triangle that

resulted in assault charges for their leader.

According to The Daily Beast, Matthew

Heimbach, leader of the Traditionalist

Worker Party—a white nationalist Neo-Nazi

group—was arrested last week for allegedly

assaulting his wife and the party’s spokesman

David “Matt” Parrott when confronted

about an affair Heimbach was reportedly

engaged in with Parrott’s wife. According to

police, the alleged assault occurred at a

TWP compound in Paoli, Ind. Reports

allege Parrott’s wife Jessica was having an

affair with Heimbach, who is married to

Parrott’s stepdaughter from a previous

marriage. The two were reportedly caught in

the act by Parrott and Mrs. Heimbech while

they were having sex. Following Heimbach’s

arrest, Parrott released a statement

indicating he was leaving TWP. “I’m done,”

he told the Southern Poverty Law Center,

“I’m out.” He also told reporters that the

incident might put an end to the hate group,

saying supporters had “lost faith in the party

on every level.” Parrott took down the

group’s website after leaving. Heimbech is

currently free on bond.

Dateline: Australia
A New South Wales man was accused of

fare evasion after he used a public transport

card that he had implanted beneath his skin.

The Guardian reports that Australian Meow-

Ludo Disco Gamma Meow-Meow pled

guilty to charges of fare evasion related to an

incident that occurred in August 2017.

Despite an inspector confirming a “valid

tap-on,” public transportation officials

accused Meow-Meow of attempting to ride

without a ticket. As part of a body

modification experiment, Meow-Meow had

the near-field communication (NFC) chip

from an Opal transportation card cut out

and encased in a bio-compatible plastic

before having the chip inserted under the

skin of his hand. Last year, Transport for

New South Wales threatened to deactivate

the chip, saying in a statement that the state

did not wish to encourage experiments of

that sort. Meow-Meow’s charge of fare

evasion was issued last year by Sydney

Trains. His penalty was over $1,200 in fines,

but no conviction was recorded. Court

documents show Meow-Meow’s Opal card

had a credit balance of $14.07 when he was

confronted by the inspector, more than

enough to pay his fare. Meow-Meow

reportedly blamed the penalty on fear of

technology.

Dateline: Romania
A Romanian court has ruled that a man is

dead, despite his protests to the contrary.

Last week, a spokesperson for a Romanian

court in the city of Vasului told reporters

that 63-year-old Constantin Reliu appealed

to the courts too late to contest a death

certificate that had been issued in his name.

According to the spokesperson, the ruling is

final. According to reports, Reliu lost

contact with his family in 1992 when he

traveled to Turkey for work. In 2016,

following decades of absence, his wife

applied for a death certificate. Earlier this

year, Turkish authorities found Reliu with

expired papers and deported him back to

Romania, where he found he had been

declared dead. His request to change his

status was denied by Romanian courts,

however, because the appeal was not made

within the time allotted. Reliu told reporters

that he will be unable to find employment

due to his current legal status.

Dateline: France
A French baker was fined for refusing to

take a day off every week. According to

reports, an Aube law requiring bakeries to

close one day a week was violated by baker

Cédric Vaivre in the town of Lusigny-sur-

Barse last summer. In response, authorities

reportedly handed him a €3000 (about

$3,700) fine. According to the BBC, Vaivre

is disputing the charges and has garnished

support from a number of his neighbors—

including the town’s mayor Christian

Branle, who complained that the law

discourages tourism. A petition calling for

the charges to be dropped and the law

removed from the books has reached over

3,000 signatures as of this printing. Vaivre is

claiming that he only wants to keep his

bakery open for the full week during the

tourist season in the summer. 

Dateline: Florida
The Hillsborough County Sheriff ’s Office in

Tampa, Fla., reportedly impounded a goat

last week. The Tampa Bay Times reports that

law enforcement officers were called to a

residence because a stray goat had been seen

wandering in a residential area. Police

officials posted notices about the animal, but

received no response. Deputies say it appears

friendly towards humans and was most likely

someone’s pet. They now say that if the

animal’s rightful owner will step forward

before March 23, they will be able to take it

home after paying a $75 impound fee.

Otherwise, the goat will be placed up for bid

at an auction in Thonotosassa on March 24.

a

Compiled by Joshua Lee. Email your weird news

to josh@alibi.com.
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APS Not Arming Teachers
An Albuquerque Public Schools board passed a
resolution that will keep guns out of classrooms. 
APS Board of Education members voted

earlier this month in opposition to the idea that
arming educators with handguns will deter school
shootings. The resolution said that school staff
“are not trained law enforcement officers and
should not be asked or incentivized to keep
weapons accessible in their classrooms.” Most
APS schools already operate with an armed
officer on campus.
The resolution also calls on Congress and the

US government to conduct more research into
school violence, therapy and preventative
measures.
The board’s resolution was passed on a 6-1

vote. The only member to vote against the
resolution was Peggy Muller-Aragón. The idea of
arming teachers has been promoted recently by
President Donald Trump, who told reporters last
month that an armed teacher would be able to
“immediately fire back if a savage sicko came to a
school with bad intentions.”

Contaminated Water Illegally Dumped

by Transit Employees
Officials are saying that the Transit Department’s
Westside facility illegally dumped contaminated
wastewater into storm drains.
The city’s Inspector General provided a report

to the New Mexico Environment Department and
US Environmental Protection Agency last month
alleging that over 300,800 gallons of
contaminated water were illegally dumped by city
employees into storm drains which led to a
retention pond south of the Transit Department
facility near Unser and Interstate 40. 
According to the report, a hose used to

transport waste from the facility’s steam clean
and bus wash bays to an underground
decontamination tank was too short. Instead of
addressing the problem and procuring a new hose,
however, a supervisor allegedly instructed
employees to use the drains instead. The report
describes how employees described the
supervisor as a “hard person to work for” who
often threatened them by stating that “employees
can be replaced.” This supervisor allegedly
ordered his subordinates to drain the wastewater
into the storm drains on the weekends when
management wasn’t at the facility. 
The practice reportedly ceased in 2016, when

a manager discovered an employee discharging
waste into a storm drain. A spokesperson for the
transit department told the Albuquerque Journal
that two maintenance supervisors and another
employee are currently being disciplined. Current
employees are being retrained on waste disposal
procedures. An environmental engineering firm
has been hired by the city to collect and analyze
soil samples in the area. 

Border Wall Contested by Land

Commissioner
New Mexico Land Commissioner Aubrey Dunn
will be meeting with US Customs and Border
Protection officials soon to discuss whether a
mile of land along the Mexico border can be used
to build a wall.
Dunn claims the federal government does not

have the authorization to access state trust lands.
He reportedly posted signs and cordoned off the
area in question—near the Santa Teresa port of
entry—claiming it was because his office’s
attempts to correspond with federal authorities
were ignored. The agency plans to meet with
Dunn in April. a

NEWS CITY BYJOSHUA LEENEWS | COUNCIL WATCH

The Blinking of a Council
Women’s History Month, AFD raise on agenda

BY CAROLYN CARLSON

I
f you blinked, you might have missed the
laid-back, less-than-an-hour Albuquerque
City Council regular meeting of March 19,

2018.

Nevertheless, She Persisted
Pamela Herndon, along with others from

the Southwest Women’s Law Center, accepted
a proclamation declaring March as Women’s
History Month. Here in the US, Women’s
History Month got started as International
Women’s Day in 1911. President Jimmy Carter
turned it into a week in 1980, and Congress
made it official in 1982, expanding that to a
whole month in 1987. The idea is to recognize
and honor the uncountable ways women have
contributed to life on this planet. President
Carter spoke the simple truth when he said
this about women and their role in history:
“Too often the women were unsung and
sometimes their contributions went unnoticed. But

the achievements, leadership, courage, strength

and love of the women who built America was as

vital as that of the men whose names we know so

well.”

Councilors Pat Davis and Klarissa Peña
read the proclamation and reminded us that
New Mexico had our first female Secretary of
State in 1923, and that currently 25 of the 52
appointed positions at city hall are filled by
women, and 4 of the 9 council seats are held
by elected women. 
Nevertheless She Persisted is this year’s

overall theme according to the University of
New Mexico’s Women’s Resource Center. The
WRC has several events planned including an
evening of women in music videos screening
party on March 28, and a panel discussion on
March 29. Check out:
news.unm.edu/news/celebrate-womens-
history-month-at-unm for more information.

Fire Raise and New Digs
Union fire employees got a 1.5 percent

raise but it was not without contest.
Councilors gave fire union employees a 1.5
percent raise in July and promised another 1.5
percent if gross receipts taxes were good. But
gross receipts are down and the city faces a $40
million shortfall. The city’s chief financial
officer said there is no source of funding in the
future for the roughly $450K a year in
reoccurring expenses. This is why three
Councilors said no. “I think we are foolhardy
to put something in that we don’t have a
budget for in the following year,” practical
Councilor Trudy Jones said. A similar measure
died on a tied vote at the Council’s last
meeting.

The raises will only cost about $211,000 for
the rest of the fiscal year. The fiscal year starts
July 1. Diego Arencón, president of the
International Association of Fire Fighters
Local 244 said the dedicated fire union
employees appreciate the support as the city
works together to get a handle on public safety
crises. Firefighters, paramedics and medical
technicians are often the first emergency
personnel on scene, and respond to a wide
variety of calls from fires of all kinds to cats up
power trees to the most horrendous, bloodiest
crimes the city has seen.

A second part of the resolution approved
$761,000 to go towards affordable housing
projects. The resolution says an estimated 50
percent of Albuquerque households are rent-
burdened (rent is more than 30 percent of
their household income), making affordable
housing a real need in the metro area.

Stepping Up
A lively round of applause sounded out for

the city folks who are taking seats on city
boards, commissions and committees: Andrea
Plaza will join the Housing and Neighborhood
Economic Development Committee; Patricia
L. Chavez will take a seat at the ABQ
Volunteers Advisory Board; Giovanni Haqani
will lend his talents to the Cable Franchise
and Hearing Board; Gwen Colonel and
Bernadette Miera will help tackle issues on the
Housing and Neighborhood Economic
Committee and Dr. Sylvia M. Ramos will
share her knowledge on the Old Town Portal
Market Advisory Board.

Keep it Neutral
Attention to those listed above. No more

hosting or organizing political forums for city

boards, commissions or committees. The hub-
bub started when the city’s police oversight
board set aside time for a mayoral candidate
forum. This made Councilor Brad Winter
grumpy and the Council agreed, passing this
measure saying: “The hosting of political forums
is not within the intended scope of any city board

and commission, and such forums could jeopardize

the public’s impression about the neutrality or

objectivity of the City’s boards … applying

otherwise scarce public resources to support

political activity in any form is poor public policy.”

Stay Tuned
• Councilors will take up giving tickets to

those who park cars in the bike lanes along
city streets.

• Councilor Borrego wants to make a
reversible driving lane along Paseo del Norte
in her district to help alleviate traffic. She said
people are spending too much time in traffic
and should be home with their families.

• A measure urging the New Mexico State
Legislature to support the End of Life Options
Act giving terminally ill people medical aid in
dying is in the works.

• Extending the cable franchise
agreement’s expiration date until October 1,
2018 while the contract is negotiated is the
intention of the Council. a

Send your comments about the City Council to

carolyn@alibi.com.

The next meeting 

Monday, April 2, 5pm

Vincent E. Griego Chambers 

Albuquerque/Bernalillo County Government Center

1 Civic Plaza NW

View it on GOV TV 16 or at cabq.gov/govtv

City Councilors Benton and Borrego contemplate their respective universes ERIC WILLIAMS PHOTOGRAPHY
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CD 1 Forum Highlights Differences
Dem candidates vary in style, intensity

BY AUGUST MARCH

W
eekly Alibi helped commence the primary
election season with a candidate forum
held last Thursday at ye old Albuquerque

Press Club. That’s the hidden fifth estate
headquarters at the top of the hill that’s right
behind a former asylum turned toney boutique
hotel.

The club is in a log cabin that was built more
than 100 years ago and so the whole area has its
share of ghosts I am sure, but none of them were
about on the late winter day of the candidate
event. It was still warm but windy yet springlike
when I hiked up the hill from my parking place
to meet with six contenders for the post to be
vacated by gubernatorial candidate Michelle
Lujan Grisham.

Grisham is running for governor this year,
and in her stead a bevy of progressive candidates
is awaiting voter approval to send one lucky
legislator to Washington. Although some of the
candidates who appeared at said forum—
including presumed frontrunner Pat Davis—
have yet to formally qualify for the election, and
in fact fell below the threshhold of signatures and
delegate support needed at the Democratic Party
of New Mexico pre-primary convention held a
couple of weeks ago, all those who appeared were
ready to do battle for democracy.

Disclosure: This is a progressive, anti-Trump
newspaper, but we gotta tell you that there are at
least two other politicos in the race: Republican
Janice Arnold Jones is a former state
representative who currently works as an
immigration lawyer. She says she wants to “bring
back morality.” Libertarian Lloyd Princeton
wants “New Mexicans to take personal
responsibility for their part in the outcomes they
desire.” Bootstraps, folks, bootrstraps. So
whatever those grandiose statements from other
parties mean, you still oughta vote Democrat;
they’re much more grounded and they won’t be
about mindlessly saluting a megalomanic, if
elected. Here’s a briefing on what that excellent
field of candidates talked about at the
Albuquerque Press Club on March 15, 2018.

The evening’s discourse began with candidate
introductions, followed by a lengthy, but relevant
question from Alibi news editor August March
about the specifics of a hypothetical relationship
our new Congressperson might have with
Attorney General Jeff Sessions and the US
Department of Justice, especially where
immigration matters are concerned. The
question set the tone for what followed. It was a
given that these contenders would take issue
with the draconian politics being pursued by the
DOJ and ICE, but each used the opportunity to
discuss plans and proposed policies they would
individually follow upon being elected.

Pat Davis
An affable, informed and seasoned politico,
Davis is currently the District 6 Councilor for the

city of Albuquerque. A former police officer, he
was attired in a light colored linen jacket, though
it was still five days before springtime when the
forum occurred. This anticipatory move led to a
personal presentation that was friendly and
forward-looking.

As a City Councilor, Davis introduced
legislation limiting the agency ICE agents have
in their interactions with local law enforcement,
and has stated that Trump’s immigration policies
are “cruel.” Davis is also on track as a progressive
who owns guns. With regards to federal laws
requiring a background check, pre-purchase, he
would co-sponsor legislation to make that simple
remedy happen while protecting the rights of
responsible gun owners.

Debra Haaland
Seeming serene, yet totally passionate and
knowledable in her appearance at the Press Club,
Haaland says she has a record of standing up to
Donald Trump. She intends to hold the orange
one and his supporters in Congress accountable
for the damage they’ve done to our republic.
Another responsible human against the proposal
for a border wall, Haaland says US immigration
policy must “recognize this country’s dependency
on immigrant labor, and treat with dignity and
humanity those who work and build their
families here.”

On gun control, Haaland continues to strike
a progressive tone, arguing that background
checks are part of a solution that also includes
stripping the “power of the NRA, with
committments from elected officials to not
accept [their] campaign contributions.” Haaland
is an enrolled member of the Laguna Pueblo.
Both of her parents served with distinction in the
US armed forces. She is a graduate of the UNM
Law School.

Jesse Heitner
Heitner’s youthful exhuberance and optimism
were clearly manifested at last Thursday’s forum.
A member of the Christian left, Heitner has a
doctorate in public health from Harvard. He
believes in “empowering minorities, acting with
compassion and helping the poor and refugees.”
Though Heitner admitted he had less experience
than others on the ballot with regards to the
American immigration experience, he earnestly
believes that “using funds to arrest Dreamers,
break up families and terrorize communities is
not only cruel, but a wasteful application of
funds.”

On the subject of guns in this nation,
Heitner’s plans are less detailed than his cohorts,
but he obviously empathizes with living humans
(he’s a doctor, Jim!). Conseqently, such issues are
often framed in Heitner’s expansive, very
detailed healthcare plans, which include support
for a single-payer system via medicare for all and
stopping the opiod crisis by employing
continuing education and research to equip

doctors in better pain
management
techniques.

Damien Lara
The youngest child of
an immigrant family
from southeastern
New Mexico, Lara is a
graduate of Brown
University who spent
his early life working
as a farm hand in the
potato and onion
fields in the eastern
part of our state. His
first hand knowledge
of immigration and his
passion and
commitment to
equality, despite
immigration status was
the keystone of his
overarching message
of justice and equality
for all. As part of his
immigration stance,
Lara says we must end
the militarization of
police and the privitization of prisons, two
sources of institutional racism.

Lara believes Trump’s wall would be a
monument to racism. Further, his views on gun
control, like Heitner’s are part of this candidate’s
platform on healthcare. Lara wants to “treat the
epidemic of gun violence in the US as a public
health issue” and hopes to sponsor legislation
that will, consequently, allow the CDC to begin
substantive research into the phenomenon,
leading to treatment-based solutions.

Antoinette Sedillo Lopez
A tried and true social justice advocate, Sedillo
Lopez served as a professor of law at UNM for 27
years. She recently served as the director of
Enlace Commentario, a nonprofit that advocates
for domestic violence issues among the Latino
immigrant community of central New Mexico.
Given such bona fides, it’s no wonder that
Sedillo Lopez’ views on immigration are acute
and well-researched. Speaking to the gathered
audience at the forum as one might approach a
jury, this candidate believes that federal
immigration policies “should strive to bring the
undocumented workers in our community out of
the shadows, reunite families and provide
protections to exploited immigrant workers.

On the subject of gun control, she would like
to see through legislation that closes the gun
show loophole, require universal background
checks and reinstate the federal assault weapons
ban. Sedillo Lopez also feels that repealing
liability laws that shield gun manufacturers
would serve to disempower the NRA, leading to

a reduction in gun violence and congressional
support of the organization’s lobbying efforts.

Damon Martinez
A UNM graduate, Damon Martinez was one of
the US attorneys unfairly sacked by Trump,
Sessions and their minions when the former took
office in 2017. Martinez views himself as a public
servant, not a politician; his policies will be
informed, he says by his first-person experience
as a federal prosecutor. And this is what his
experience tells him about Trumps immigration
policy: “Republicans are determined to squander
taxpayer dollars, fueling fear and pandering to
extremists who seek to turn us against one
another, but our country is stronger than that. I
won’t allow Republican leadership or Donald
Trump to tear small children from their parents,
unlawfully detain legal residents, or violate
anyone’s civil rights because of the color of their
skin.”

Candidate Martinez is equally eloquent about
gun control, writing that, like Heitner and Lara,
he’d like to see the epidemic of gun violence in
this nation treated as a public health threat; he
also wants to close the gun show loophole,
expand background checks and go after common
sense reforms that will ensure that the NRA gun
lobby no longer holds “our lives in the palms of
their hands.”

Candidate Paul Moya did not attend this forum.a

New Mexico Primary Election 2018:

Tuesday, June 5, 2018

At the Congressional Forum VIA FACEBOOK
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GO ON AND SMELL IT

Science has finally answered one of life’s greatest
mysteries: Yes. It is perfectly fine to smell pretty. It might
even be preferred in some circles. If that sounds
suspect to you, then it’s about time you got better
acquainted with lavender. No excuses. You can start by
coming down to Los Poblanos this Saturday, March
24, to see a live Lavender Distillation Demo. Watch as
artisans use steam to separate essential oils from
lavender plants and produce an inspiring product. This
free demonstration lasts from 10am to 1pm and is
open to scent-lovers of all ages. LOS POBLANOS 4803 RIO

GRANDE BLVD NW, 10AM TO 1PM alibi.com/v/5l91. (Joshua Lee) a

#ENOUGH

Attention all concerned students, free radicals and future warriors, it’s time to use your voice and end gun violence
in schools. March For Our Lives is happening March 24, at 10am in Old Town Plaza. The march route starts on
the corner of San Felipe Street and S Plaza. Learn how to make your school a safer place for each and every
individual in your class and for those following. Take to the streets and demand that your school’s safety becomes
a priority. It’s time for change so raise your fist and become apart of the movement. TIGUEX PARK 1800 MOUNTAIN RD NW,

10AM alibi.com/v/5lso. (The Intern) a
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Compiled by Megan Reneau. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.

AFROPOP EXPERTS COME TO BURQUE

The executive producers of the NPR show “Afropop Worldwide,” Banning Eyre and Sean Barlow, are visiting
Albuquerque in conjunction with Albuquerque Museum’s current exhibit, Making Africa. The museum is
throwing them a little welcome party at the new Wine.Dive., and you know the music selection is good. Be there
at 9pm on Friday, March 23, to libate and get down for this free, 21+ event. Later, visit the Albuquerque
Museum on Sunday, March 25 at 2pm for a presentation on African music from Eyre. WINE.DIVE. 119 GOLD AVE SW,

9PM alibi.com/v/5ky3. (Robin Babb) a

ADJUST THE CLIMATE

On Friday, March 23, renowned journalist and filmmaker
Jenni Monet is bringing her insights and ideas to a
discussion with Dr. Jennifer Nez Denetdale at UNM’s
Popejoy Hall. Monet spent a significant amount of
time covering events in Standing Rock and resistance
to the Dakota Access Pipeline. She comes to Albuquerque
as part of the C19 Conference, produced by The
Society of Nineteenth-Century Americanists (a group
dedicated to the study of 19th century American
haps). This conference—the group’s fifth—looks at
climate. Sitting in on the Monet’s talk from 6 to
8:30pm is totally free, but requires registration at
c19conference.org. POPEJOY HALL 203 CORNELL DR NE, 6PM

alibi.com/v/5lsn. (Maggie Grimason) a

MUSIC MAKES MEN MERRY

Experience the best of the best in high desert sounds on Saturday, March 24, from 8pm till 1:30am. Find your
favorite alt.weekly hosting our annual Best of Burque Music Showcase featuring your favorite bands, as chosen
by you, dear readers! See DJ Leftovers (of Leftover Soul), Crushed?!, Baracutanga, The Talking Hours, Russian
Girlfriends, Moonshine Blind, Cobra vs. Mongoose, Sorry Guero, Felix Y Los Gatos, The Riddims, James Whiton,
Gunsafe, Delphia, Def-i, The Timewreckers, Cowboys and Indian, Asa Martin, Spaceblnkt, The Horned God, The Tylor
Brandon Band, Citizens of Tape City, Ashes of Jupiter and The Despots, and enjoy the best venues Downtown for
$10 to $15. DOWNTOWN ALBUQUERQUE CENTRAL AVE. BETWEEN 2ND AND 7TH ST., 8PM alibi.com/v/5lsr. (Rini Grammer) a

THURSDAYMARCH 22

FRIDAYMARCH 23

DON’T LET THE PARTY STOP, JUST KEEP GERUNDING

The Sylvan Esso show at the Sunshine Theater is sold out already, which is a mega bummer. But! You can still go
to the afterparty, which happens to include a performance by local psych-pop band GERUNDING, who are just as,
if not more, cute than Sylvan Esso. Not that it’s a cuteness competition, just saying. It all goes down at the
Moonlight Lounge at 11pm on Thursday, March 22. Even if you’re not going to the concert before ... you’re still
invited. For ages 21+. MOONLIGHT LOUNGE 120 CENTRAL AVE SW, 11PM alibi.com/v/5lsq. (Robin Babb) a

SATURDAYMARCH 24

COURTESY OF THE ARTIST
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COMMUNITY

CALENDAR
THURSDAY MARCH 22
LEARN
TEOFILO’S RESTAURANTE, Los Lunas beWellnm Small Business
Lunch and Learn. Learn the best practices for providing health
care to small business employees. 144 Main St SW.
Noon-1:30pm. 18+. 433-3498. alibi.com/v/5lmg.

UNM STUDENT UNION BUILDING ISI Presents: Sephardi Jews
and the Spanish Past. Lecture by Dr. Julia Phillips Cohen probing
the evolution of Sephardi Jews’ ties to Spain in the centuries
following their expulsion. 1 University of New Mexico. 9:30-11am.
18+. 277-1991. alibi.com/v/5leg.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
CASA FLAMENCA Flamenco Dance Winter Classes. Students of
all levels learn a variety of dance techniques. Recieve 10 percent
off when you mention “Alibi.” 401 Rio Grande Blvd NW. $12-$160.
5:30-8:30pm. ALL-AGES! 247-0622. alibi.com/v/5fhr.

KADAMPA MEDITATION CENTER NEW MEXICO The Art of Happy
Relationships. Meditations to improve personal, family and work
relationships. 142 Monroe St NE. $10. 6-7:30pm. ALL-AGES!
292-5293. alibi.com/v/5kxf.

LOMAS-TRAMWAY PUBLIC LIBRARY Veterans Outreach.
Veterans learn about the nuances and complicated details
regarding the VA and state veterans benefits. Bring your DD-214
form. 908 Eastridge Dr NE. 10am-2pm. 18+. 383-2414.
alibi.com/v/5lb6.

MAPLE STREET DANCE SPACE Zumba Bliss. Zumba,
Latin dancing and kickboxing for all fitness levels. 3215 Central
Ave NE. $5. 4:40-5:30pm. ALL-AGES! 977-8881. alibi.com/v/54yb.

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF FLAMENCO Boomers Plus Beginning
Flamenco. A gentle flamenco class for adults, seniors and absolute
beginners. 1620 Central Ave SE. $13. Noon-1pm. 242-7600.
alibi.com/v/5f3i.

YOGA ART SPACE Gentle Yoga: Level 1. Focus on the breath,
hold for strength and allow a natural opening of the body.
10:45am. alibi.com/v/5ird. Also, Noon Yoga Flow. A variety of
yoga styles like Vinyasa, Hatha and Yin build strength, flexibility,
balance and self-exploration. $15. Noon. ALL-AGES!
alibi.com/v/5img. Also, Intermediate Yoga. Improve your physical
health, flexibility and mental awareness. 8338 Comanche Rd
NE. $15. 5:30pm. ALL-AGES! 310-7457. alibi.com/v/5iiu.

FRIDAY MARCH 23
GERTRUDE ZACHARY Gertrude Zachary Gives Back to Farmland
Preservation in New Mexico. A celebratory gathering to including
wine and cheese, with a portion of sales benefitting Farmland
Preservation. 1501 Lomas Blvd NW. 5:30-7:35pm. 21+.
247-4442. alibi.com/v/5lla.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
EMBODIED WELLNESS STUDIO Evening of Women’s Embodiment
Practices. Explore what is true and present right now in the
community of safe and supportive sisterhood through excercises,
dancing and reflection. 222 Truman St NE. $40. 5:30-8:30pm.
18+. 289-1368. alibi.com/v/5knk.

NORTH DOMINGO BACA MULTIGENERATIONAL CENTER
Experience the Sound of Soul. Spiritual conversations with like-
minded folks. 7521 Carmel Ave NE. 7-8pm. ALL-AGES! (800)
876-6704. alibi.com/v/5kaq.

YOGA ART SPACE Restorative Yoga. A mind-focused, meditative
flow. 5:45pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/5iot. Also, Yoga Nidra. Plant
a sankalpa, a seed we wish to grow in our life, and delve into a
deeply relaxing state between wakefulness and sleep to heal
the subconscious. 7pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/5k6g. Also,
Fundamentals of Yoga. Work on basic poses and transitions
between poses to build body awareness and confidence. 8338
Comanche Rd NE. $15. 9:30pm. ALL-AGES! 310-7457.
alibi.com/v/5iht.

SATURDAY MARCH 24
ANDERSON-ABRUZZO ALBUQUERQUE INTERNATIONAL
BALLOON MUSEUM Ballooning For All. A rally for people of all
abilities and special needs with tethered balloon rides, music,
food trucks and resource booths. 9201 Balloon Museum Dr NE.
7-11am. ALL-AGES! 768-6020. alibi.com/v/5ksl.

EMPIRE BOARD GAME LIBRARY Eastside Board Game Meetup.
Board game enthusiast meetup. 3503 Central Ave NE. $5.
11am-11pm. 232-4263. alibi.com/v/5kvq.

SPECIAL COLLECTIONS LIBRARY Anniversary Celebration.
Celebrate the library with presentations, a printing press demon-
stration, a scavenger hunt and a behind-the-scenes tour of the
library. 423 Central Ave NE. Noon-2pm. 848-1376.
alibi.com/v/5lji.

TIGUEX PARK March For Our Lives. Students and supporters
march to demand that their lives and safety become a priority
and to bring awareness to end gun violence and mass shoot-
ings in schools. 1800 Mountain Rd NW. 10am.
alibi.com/v/5lso. See Event Horizon.

KIDS
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF FLAMENCO Baby Flamenco. Children
ages 3 to 5 learn techniques to develop rhythm and coordination
for beginning flamenco dancers. 10-11am. alibi.com/v/5g6a.
Also, Intro to Child Flamenco. Basic introduction to skills and
processes of flamenco that prepare students 5 to 12 to advance
through the curriculum. 1620 Central Ave SE. $13. 5:15-6:15pm.
242-7600. alibi.com/v/5g75.

LEARN
ALBUQUERQUE OPEN SPACE VISITOR CENTER Raised Bed
Gardening and Composting. Learn the basics of home composting
with an emphasis on composting in dry, desert climates as well
as how to set up and use raised beds. Reservations recom-
mended. 9:30am-noon. alibi.com/v/5ldj. Also, How to Attract
Native Bees into Your Yard. LuLu Sage shares simple ways to
attract bees into the yard by providing healthy foraging plants
and habitat. Reservations recommended. 10am-noon.
alibi.com/v/5ldh. Also, Aldo Leopold Chautauqua Performance.
Naturalist Steve Morgan hosts a Chautauqua presentation. 6500
Coors Blvd NW. 1-3:30pm. 897-8831. alibi.com/v/5ldi.

GUTIERREZ-HUBBELL HOUSE Successful Water Practices and
Role of Plants. Learn the basics needed to plan and design a
home garden landscape focusing on sustainability, permaculture
and use of  limited natural resources. 9am-noon. ALL-AGES!
alibi.com/v/5i6h. Also, Backyard Farming: Vining Fruits. Covers
the whole spectrum of vining plants, from site selection to planting,
growing, weed control and pruning. 6029 Isleta Blvd SW. 1-3pm.
314-0398. alibi.com/v/5ljg.

HIGHLAND SENIOR CENTER Gray Panthers of Greater ABQ
General Meeting. Representatives from City of ABQ Department
of Senior Affairs discuss services available to seniors. 131 Monroe
Street NE. 1-3pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/5llc.

LOS POBLANOS, Los Ranchos de Albuquerque Lavender

Distillation Demo. A fascinating demonstration as lavender
oil is captured through steam distillation. 4803 Rio Grande
Blvd NW. 10am-1pm. ALL-AGES! (505) 344-9297.
alibi.com/v/5l91. See Event Horizon.

OSUNA NURSERY Osuna University: Principles of Landscape
Design. Louise Janney discusses the most important factors to
consider when designing a landscape, things to avoid and costly
errors. 501 Osuna Rd. NE. 11am-noon. 345-6644.
alibi.com/v/5lh9.

SPORTS/OUTDOOR
TINGLEY COLISEUM Duke City Gladiators vs. Wichita Force.
Duke City Gladiators take on the Wichita force. 300 San Pedro
NE. 6-9pm. alibi.com/v/5kyr.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
CASA FLAMENCA Flamenco Dance Winter Classes. 401 Rio
Grande Blvd NW. $12-$160. 5:30-8:30pm. ALL-AGES! See 3/22
listing.

MONTERRA CLUBHOUSE Essential Oils and Kids. Make a product
to take home that naturally supports childrens’ health and wellness
needs. 4217 Louisiana Blvd NE. $5. 11am-12:30pm. 13+.
358-8795. alibi.com/v/5l2h.

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF FLAMENCO Adult Intro to Flamenco.
A fun and casual experiential introduction to flamenco. 9-10am.
alibi.com/v/5g5p. Also, Beginning Sevillanas for Adults. 1620
Central Ave SE. $13. 10am-11pm. 242-7600. alibi.com/v/5f52.

SABRINA’S Z CREW FITNESS Zumba Toning. Build muscle
endurance with cardio. 4619 Lomas Blvd NE. $5. 10-11am.
ALL-AGES! 620-0327. alibi.com/v/5gcz.

SANI YOGA Essential Yoga Workshop. Uncover the relationship
between essential oils and yoga, oils that enhance yoga practice
and make a roller ball or mat spray to be used to support these
practices. 521 Central Ave NW Ste G. $5. 4:30-7pm. 13+.
358-8795. alibi.com/v/5l2i.

YOGA ART SPACE Kung Fu Class. Principles gleaned from the
praying mantis’s predator ability transformed for fighters of all
levels. $15. 11am. 13+. alibi.com/v/5ikm. Also, AcroYoga Jam.
Acrobaitcs and Thai massage with AcroYoga. $5. 4-5pm.
ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/5icx. Also, Fundamentals of Yoga. 8338
Comanche Rd NE. $15. 9:30pm. ALL-AGES! See 3/23 listing.
310-7457.

Compiled by Taylor Grabowsky, Ashli Mayo and Megan Reneau. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.

www.bernco.gov/elections
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LAST DAY
Register for
Primary

With unprecedented access, Dolores tells the story of Dolores Huerta, among 
the most important activists in American history. Co-founder of the first 
farmworkers union with Cesar Chavez, she tirelessly led the fight for racial 
and labor justice, becoming one of the most defiant feminists of our time.

TUESDAY MARCH 27 8PM

KNME 5.1 NMPBS.org
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SUNDAY MARCH 25
BOOFY’S BEST FOR PETS Bullies and Bunnies Easter Pet Photos.
All well-behaved pets pose for photos with the Easter bunny.
Proceeds go to bully rescue efforts around the state. 8201 Golf
Course Rd. NW. $10. 11am-4pm. 890-0757. alibi.com/v/5ljl.

GUTIERREZ-HUBBELL HOUSE Proud and Strong Women: The
Role of Women in N.M. History. This presentation shares the histo-
ries of the amazing women of colonial N.M. and all they fought
for. 6029 Isleta Blvd SW. 1-2:30pm. alibi.com/v/5ljk.

KIDS
BACHECHI OPEN SPACE Spring Family Fun Days. Crafts, outdoor
activities and experiments to deepen your discovery of the world.
9521 Rio Grande Blvd NW. Noon-5pm. ALL-AGES! 314-0398.
alibi.com/v/5jle.

TAYLOR RANCH LIBRARY Hip-Hop with Keshet Dance. Kids aged
4 to 5 use isolated movements, rhythmic techniques and explosive
stage presence to express themselves through great music. 5700
Bogart St NW. 2-2:45pm. 897-8816. alibi.com/v/5l8z.

YOGA ART SPACE Kid’s Yoga Weekly Classes. Lively yoga for children
of all ages. 8338 Comanche Rd NE. $7-$30. 10-10:30am.
ALL-AGES! 310-7457. alibi.com/v/5idf.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
ALBUQUERQUE OPEN SPACE VISITOR CENTER Yoga with a View.
A guided yoga class in a unique setting overlooking 18 acres of
agricultural fields. All abilities and levels welcome. 6500 Coors
Blvd NW. $5-$15. 9am. 897-8831. alibi.com/v/5jwo.

ALBUQUERQUE SHAMBHALA CENTER Open Meditation Sitting
Practice. Meditate with fellow community members. 1102
Mountain Rd NW. 10am-noon. 717-2486. alibi.com/v/5gnw.

SABRINA’S Z CREW FITNESS Strong by Zumba. Burpees, push
ups, planks, squats, jumps, lunges and core work. 4619 Lomas
Blvd NE. $5. 4pm. 13+. 207-4953. alibi.com/v/5ghe.

YOGA ART SPACE Power Yoga Flow. Practice warming, vinyasa-
style exercises to build internal heat. 8338 Comanche Rd NE.
$15. 5pm. ALL-AGES! 50531107457. alibi.com/v/5in2.

MONDAY MARCH 26
WELLNESS/FITNESS
ALBUQUERQUE SHAMBHALA CENTER Heart of Recovery
Meditation Group. A meditation and sharing support group focused
on the practice of Buddhist teachings and the 12 steps of recovery
while integrating the Dharma and the basic goodness of meditation.
1102 Mountain Rd NW. 6-7:30pm. 717-2486. alibi.com/v/5gqp.

CASA FLAMENCA Flamenco Dance Winter Classes. 401 Rio
Grande Blvd NW. $12-$160. 5:30-8:30pm. ALL-AGES! See 3/22
listing.

GREATER ALBUQUERQUE HABITAT FOR HUMANITY RESTORE

St. Joseph’s Home Visiting Program. Discuss a variety of issues
followed by learning about early childhood health and brain devel-
opment and about weekly home visits from a pregnancy health
educator. 4900 Menaul Blvd NE. Noon-1pm. 385-7645.
alibi.com/v/5ljo.

HILAND THEATER Zumba Fitness. Newcomers and seasoned
dancers participate in a high energy dance-cardio class. 4800
Central Ave SE. $6. 5:45-6:45pm. 13+. 489-9168.
alibi.com/v/5fmp.

YOGA ART SPACEMorning Yoga Flow. Calm the mind, and energize
and strengthen the body. $15. 9:30am. ALL-AGES!
alibi.com/v/5ilh. Also, Gentle Yoga: Level 1. 10:45am. See 3/22
listing. Also, Tai Chi. The gentle and non-impactful excercise harmo-
nizes the body and strengthens the joints, increases bone density,
improves balance and cognitive functions, reduces stress and
increases strength. $15. Noon. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/5ipg. Also,
All Levels Hatha Yoga. A flow-based class helps bring greater flex-
ibility, strength and sense of connection to the body. $15. 5:30pm.
13+. alibi.com/v/5ieb. Also, Kung Fu. A brief lesson of Kung Fu
and the Praying Mantis style. $15. 6:30pm. ALL-AGES!
alibi.com/v/5ijn. Also, Qigong. Carefully guided movement for all
physical levels. 8338 Comanche Rd NE. $15. 6:30pm. ALL-AGES!
310-7457. alibi.com/v/5inu.

TUESDAY MARCH 27
CONGREGATION B’NAI ISRAEL NM Interfaith Dialogue Spring
Colloquium. Attendees discuss a variety of issues followed by a
panel question and answer session. 4401 Indian School Rd NE.
420-$40. 8am-2:30pm. 18+. 265-7215. alibi.com/v/5iw4.

LEARN
GREATER ALBUQUERQUE HABITAT FOR HUMANITY RESTORE

How to Protect Your Credit History from Identity Theft. Mark Medley
provides an overview of available resources to deal with this major
problem. 4900 Menaul Blvd NE. Noon-1pm. 18+. 385-7645.
alibi.com/v/5lfb.

NORTH DOMINGO BACA MULTIGENERATIONAL CENTER Sprint
to a Smaller Carbon Footprint. Talk about carbon footprint reduction
and making changes to the transportation sector. 7521 Carmel
Ave NE. 6pm. ALL-AGES! 507-1955. alibi.com/v/5le8.

SELF SERVE Bound to Please: Beautiful and Practical Bondage.
Stan Alexander shares how to safely experiment with ropes. Bring
a partner for knot practice. 3904 Central Ave SE. $20. 7:30-9pm.
18+. 265-5815. alibi.com/v/5jwv.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
CASA FLAMENCA Flamenco Dance Winter Classes. 401 Rio
Grande Blvd NW. $12-$160. 5:30-8:30pm. ALL-AGES! See 3/22
listing.

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF FLAMENCO Boomers Plus Beginning
Flamenco. 1620 Central Ave SE. $13. Noon-1pm. See 3/22
listing.

REMEDY DAY SPA Acroyoga Fundamentals. A playful, creative
practice that brings people together for fun, trust and balance.
No partner or experience needed. This is a queer and trans inclusive
workshop. 113 Vassar Dr SE. $10. 2pm. 18+. 265-9219.
alibi.com/v/5lej.

SABRINA’S Z CREW FITNESS Zumba Fitness. 4:30pm. ALL-AGES!
See 3/26 listing. Also, Zumba Toning. Build muscle endurance
with cardio. 4619 Lomas Blvd NE. $5. 6-7pm. ALL-AGES!
620-0327. alibi.com/v/5geg.

YOGA ART SPACE Yogilates at Yoga Art. Core developing pilates
and Hatha yoga classes. Noon. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/5iq1. Also,
Breathing and Meditation at Yoga Art Space. Various techniques
to help prepare students for meditation. 1:15pm. ALL-AGES!
alibi.com/v/5ifv. Also, Chair Yoga at Yoga Art Space Studio.
Accessible and gentle yoga for absolutely everyone. 4pm.
ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/5ih1. Also, Candlelight Yoga at Yoga Art
Space. Low impact stretching, gentle movements and much more
open to yogies of all levels. 8338 Comanche Rd NE. $15. 6:45pm.
310-7457. alibi.com/v/5igg.

WEDNESDAY MARCH 28
ANDERSON-ABRUZZO ALBUQUERQUE INTERNATIONAL

BALLOON MUSEUM Spring Break Family Day. Enjoy kites,
balloons, bubbles, gliders and more, including entertainment,
hands-on art stations and the Tim Anderson 4-D Theater. 9201
Balloon Museum Dr NE. 9:30am-3pm. ALL-AGES! 768-6020.
alibi.com/v/5ksk.

LEARN
GREATER ALBUQUERQUE HABITAT FOR HUMANITY RESTORE

How to Plant a Medicinal Herb Garden. Dara Seville, executive
director of ABQ Herbalism, teaches participants how to plant their
own medicinal herb garden. 4900 Menaul Blvd NE. Noon-1pm.
ALL-AGES! 385-7645. alibi.com/v/5lgr.

SELF SERVE Lapdance for Lovers. Learn how to focus on feeling
good in your body, finding the sexy and learning how to taunt and
tantalize a partner from any position with confidence. 3904 Central
Ave SE. $15-$20. 7:30-9pm. 18+. 265-5815. alibi.com/v/5k69.

SOUTH VALLEY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CENTER Bilingual
Community Member Interpreter Training Orientation. Learn about
a course that is beneficial for medical, social service and education
careers as well as  becoming an interpreter. 318 Isleta Blvd SW.
6-7:30pm. 18+. 596-0592. alibi.com/v/5lhh.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
ALBUQUERQUE SHAMBHALA CENTER Public Sitting Meditation.
Practice meditation with fellow community members. 1102
Mountain Rd NW. 6-7pm. 717-2486. alibi.com/v/5gpb.

CASA FLAMENCA Flamenco Dance Winter Classes. 401 Rio
Grande Blvd NW. $12-$160. 5:30-8:30pm. ALL-AGES! See 3/22
listing.

HILAND THEATER Zumba Fitness. 4800 Central Ave SE. $6.
5:45-6:45pm. 13+. See 3/26 listing.

MAGNIFY DANCE CENTER Countertechnique Open Class. A move-
ment system to help dancers think about the dancing body and
focusing on the process of incorporating information into action.
8529 Indian School Rd NE. $15. 1:30-3pm. ALL-AGES!
alibi.com/v/5l21.

NEW MEXICO ECK CENTER IN ALBUQUERQUE Spiritual Wisdom
on Conquering Fear. Find a voice of comfort and wisdom while
mastering oneself. 2501 San Pedro Dr NE. 12:30-1:30pm.
ALL-AGES! (800) 876-6704. alibi.com/v/5kaz.

VISTA GRANDE COMMUNITY CENTER, Sandia Park Veterans
Outreach. Veterans learn about the nuances and complicated
details regarding the VA and state veterans benefits. Bring your
DD-214 form. 15 La Madera Rd. 10am. 18+. 

YOGA ART SPACE Morning Yoga Flow. 9:30am. ALL-AGES! Also,
All Levels Hatha Yoga. 5:30pm. 13+. Also, Kung Fu. 6:30pm.
ALL-AGES! Also, Qigong. 8338 Comanche Rd NE. $15. 6:30pm.
ALL-AGES! See 3/26 listing.
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Edit out the patriarchy
It’s that time of year
again—the annual
Art+Feminism
Wikipedia Edit-a-
thon is here, and
happening on
Saturday, March
24, from 11am to
4pm. The Edit-a-
thon was started
five years ago by
the organization
Art+Feminism with
the explicit mission
of “cis and
transgender
women, feminism and the arts on Wikipedia.”
Wikipedia—the free, open-source, online
encyclopedia, is the most popular general reference
site on the internet. And most of its editors are
men. What that means is that topics, issues and
artists that men value receive a tremendous
amount of coverage, while those outside of that
myopic view, don’t. That gap is a huge problem, and
the Edit-a-thon exists to train new editors to
equalize what the website shares with the world.
It’s all happening at the Albuquerque Museum
(2000 Mountain NW), just show up with your
laptop—training and snacks are provided. 

Join the Circus
OT Circus—the occupational therapy spot in
Downtown Albuquerque that is decidedly
committed to local arts, too—hosts its first art pop-
up and market of the year this Saturday March 24,
at their spot on Central (that is, 709 Central Ave.
NW). The pop-up, which just so happens to
coincide with the first Growers’ Market of the
year—features local artists, crafters and other
creatives of all kind showing off their handmade
wares, all of which are available for purchase. Not
to mention, visitors can spot a new mural on the OT
Circus building by Lynnette Haozous and Joseph
Arnoux titled, “Original Inhabitants,” featuring
indigenous plants and animals of New Mexico that
are now endangered. From 10am to 2pm, OT Circus
welcomes visitors to their space, and has plenty of
sidewalk chalk on-hand, if browsing the stalls of the
pop-up ends up inspiring you. 

Living to Tell the Tale
Storytellersof New Mexico, a nonprofit aimed at
helping storytellers of all stripes craft their words
perfectly, hosts a workshop on storycrafting this
Saturday, March 24. From 6 to 8pm, an informal
discussion of craft takes place, offering
opportunities to share a new story idea, or practice
telling one to a receptive group. Anticipate friendly
feedback and constructive advice. To RSVP and
find out more information, like the locale—which is
TBD at this moment—send a quick email to
elaine@embodiedvoicestoryarts.com. This
workshop is free, and open to storytellers of all
levels. 

The Smallest Fries
On Sunday, March 25, The Tannex (1417 Fourth
Street SW) hosts local artist Sam Andrews for a
Shrinky Dink workshop. Andrews—whose shrinky
dink art I sport on the daily on my favorite jean
jacket—is a web developer, graphic designer and
writer with a super clever style. She’ll share her
wisdom during the two-hour workshop, which
starts at 6pm. The class is open to all skill levels,
and costs a very small $5 to $10 (sliding scale).
Space is limited, so slide on over to The Tannex’s
Facebook page to get registered. Questions? Send
it to tannexspace@gmail.com.  a

FOUND OBJECTS
BYMAGGIE GRIMASON

ARTS | cuLTuRe SHock

The Life of a Hand Letterer 
Calligraphy is far from dead at Silver Swirl Studios

BY MAGGIE GRIMASON

“Y
ou have to be ready to put miles in your
pen,” Theresa D. Varela explained right
off the bat when I asked her to about the

foundations of calligraphy and hand lettering.
“It doesn’t happen in 15 minutes, but 15
minutes everyday, you will see big changes.”
Varela—who has been practicing the art since
the age of 11—illustrated her point by selecting
a smooth swatch of deep purple paper and
writing my name in startlingly perfect, swooping
cursive letters with Dr. Ph. Martin’s bleed proof
white ink. An advantage, she continued, to
being a calligrapher in New Mexico, is that our
ink dries exceedingly fast in the dry climate.
This piece was ready for me to carry away with
me by the time our conversation at Silver Swirl
Studios—that’s Varela’s business and
headquarters—was finished. 
Growing up in the little town of Rowe,

N.M., Varela had plenty of time to indulge her
interests, “there wasn’t a lot to do but read and
draw,” she elaborated. She was inspired by her
mother’s handwriting, which she imitated until
she was nearly perfect at it. Then, her life
changed with the discovery of a copy of The
Speedball Textbook, a well-known lettering guide,
on her family’s bookshelf. She still has it, and
pulled down the well worn copy from her own
office shelves for me to leaf through. Each page
turned with the ease of a book that has been
opened and closed many, many times. She
taught herself all the basics of broad pen
lettering using the book and a set of calligraphy
markers. 
Her career as a hand letterer, calligrapher

and engrosser, however, really took off after she
connected with our local calligraphy guild in
Albuquerque, Escribiente, and took a class in
2009. “It just took off from there, once I learned

how to load the pointed pen and use it,” she
said. Now, Varela is a certified professional. She
is the president of Escribiente, a member of
IAMPETH (International Association of Master
Penmen, Engrossers and Teachers of
Handwriting) and the WCG (Washington
Calligraphers Guild). She teaches classes, offers
her services for weddings and other events,
certificates, signage and more. She’s used her
skills on everything from motorcycles to masks
to murals. For Varela, there’s just no alternative
to this life. “Lettering is literally part of me, a
living, breathing part of me. When I can’t letter,
I can’t do my art work. It’s stifling,” she said. 
Varela’s commitment to this art isn’t a

singular case of an artist taking to an arcane
medium—this is a thriving craft, she explained
with adamance. “Hand lettering was really
prized from the late 1800’s to about 1950,” she
detailed. “It was considered the golden age of
penmanship, and many penmen and women
produced all of the documents, and our currency
was all done by hand. … In our age, where we’re
looking at computers, and everything is done
instantaneously, it’s hard to believe that even
our computer fonts were once hand drawn.”
While so much of the verbage we interact with
today is computer-generated, the work of
calligraphers and hand letters is still very much
prized. The White House, for example, employs
three full-time calligraphers, the British
monarchy employs a few as well. Graphic design
firms, fashion houses, large corporations, all
require the skills of such artists. “There are
calligraphers all over the world making a living,”
Varela said. “It is far from a lost art.” 
More and more people are sharing their

skills, too. Varela credits Instagram and
Facebook as connecting aspiring calligraphers to
professionals, providing not just inspiration, but
guidance as well. (You can find Varela herself on
Instagram @silverswirlstudios and on Facebook

with the same handle.) There are even new
ways to flex calligraphic skills. “One of the
things that keeps me going with lettering is
keeping a bullet journal,” she said, opening a
notebook on her desk, revealing the most
precise and photo-worthy fields of text and
gorgeous to-do lists. “It gives me an opportunity
to be creative, … and keeps me more productive
with my lettering, and on track with different
projects.” 
Typically, Varela uses very smooth paper,

black sumi ink, oblique holders and titanium
nibs to execute her projects. And a potato to
clean the nib (“That’s my secret weapon!” She
laughed). If she’s working with multiple colors,
she has a palette to decant each ink into and
water, always on hand. Other essentials: music.
Usually piano, but as long as it is slow and
without words, it works. “I can be writing and
hearing the words in a song, and then start
writing those songs,” she said—an obvious no-
no for such a time-consuming and exact
practice. 
Varela described a recent project she worked

on—a poem of about 1,200 words for an 80th
birthday gift. She spent more than 45 hours on
the piece—laying it out in pencil, doing test
pieces, using a light box to finally lay down the
ink. I asked her how it feels to complete a
project that requires such time and such focused
creative energy. “Oh, it’s a tremendous feeling of
elation, but there’s a tinge of sadness, too. It’s
done; I have to roll it up and let it go. It’s like
cultivating a garden and then selling all the
flowers,” she said. “But it’s really the whole
reason you’re doing it, to share it with others. It’s
not to keep it to yourself. Sharing the beauty,
those are special moments.” 
You can connect with Varela and Silver

Swirl Studios on social media, or head over to
her website silverswirlstudios.com to see more
examples of her work, explore class offerings,
and commission work.  a

Theresa Varela of Silver Swirl Studios creates hand lettered works of art COURTESY OF THERESA VARELA
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Love Conquers All?
West End’s latest brings deeply affecting

questions to the stage

BY MAGGIE GRIMASON

L
ove, depression and neuroscience. You
could say that’s what Lucy Prebble’s The
Effect is about. The play, staged at the VSA

North Fourth Art Center (4904 Fourth Street
NW) by West End Productions is, as the
playwright describes it, “a play about four
people, in love and sorrow.” 
Settling into the theater—as my playgoing

companion noted, one of the finest stages in
town; it’s spacious, with superb lighting—we
take in the spare set. Two beds are slanted on
either side of the stage. A metal cabinet stands
upstage right. Soon, the clever dialogue of the
play starts, fired off by its small cast of
characters, whose very existence is an inquiry
into contradiction. Here we have Tristan and
Connie (played by Isaac Christie and Pip
Lustgarten) two twenty-somethings who have
been thrust into the sterile scene as
participants in the trial for an unnamed drug.
The drug boosts dopamine levels, which, as a
side effect, simulates the feelings of falling in
love. The participants’ heart rates spike; they
can’t sleep, they’re giddy. As Connie and
Tristan’s relationship progresses, we slowly
discover the complexity of another
relationship. The doctors—Lorna (Colleen
Neary McClure) and Toby (Tim Crofton)—
oversee the trial, though Lorna has her own
psychological problems to navigate, a few of
which is triggered by a fraught romantic past
with Toby. 
The clinical discussions of what is

happening in the trial—and between Connie
and Tristan—that unfold between Toby and
Lorna create a strong contrast between the
two couples. While Toby and Lorna are all
about the head, between Tristan and Connie,
all is feeling. 
The emotional core of the play is questions

that many of us have begged of ourselves,
revolving around the meaning of love, how it
can be quantified, if it is true. Because the love
that blossoms between Connie and Tristan
might be manufactured by the drug they are

TUESDAY, MARCH 27 7PM

FROM EXECUTIVE PRODUCER BENICIO DEL TORO

Join New Mexico PBS for a fresh and genre-defying hour-long film about the life 

of radical Chicano lawyer, author and countercultural icon, Oscar Zeta Acosta — 

the basis for the character Dr. Gonzo in Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas, written 

by his friend, legendary journalist-provocateur Hunter S. Thompson.

KNME 5.1

NMPBS.org

taking, the question of “Is this real?” becomes
trickier than usual, and raises other questions,
like, does it even matter if love is induced? If
you feel it, it is real, right? In this way,
Prebble’s script takes heady questions and
makes them accessible, and even goes for
laughs, which the players get with ease. 
The simple divergence between the styles

of these two couples—head versus heart—sets
up a conflict between them. The doctors offer
the pedagogy of the play, the trial participants
bring the philosophy, which offers the script
great poetry, like when Lorna notices that
Tristan and Connie shed their heart monitors
at some point over the course of a night, she
remarks, “I’m missing eight hours of each of
your hearts.” 
West End’s production of the play allows

plenty of space to ponder the weight of each
question posited. While the chemistry—funny
that we use these words to describe real
emotion—between Tristan and Connie didn’t
exactly ring true for me, individual
performances served the script well. Crofton’s
performance of head doctor Toby was
particularly apt at striking a note of hateable
male pompousness with a touch of pitiable
obliviousness. While that might sound
damning, it read to me as the exact right way
to play the doctor. 
The plot allows for big questions to be

asked, though, as is often the case in theater,
feeling trumps science. Fascinating debate take
place both on stage, and likely after the show
as viewers spill out of the auditorium and into
the evening. It’s not a perfect play, but it is a
pointedly smart one whose musings, wit and
those omnipresent questions, engage
throughout its two-hour run. Spoiler alert: the
questions aren’t tidily answered here. That’s
the work that you do when you leave. 
Catch the final weekend of performances of

West End’s The Effect, Friday and Saturday at
7:30pm, with a Sunday matinee at 2pm.
Tickets start at $18, and the show has some
mature themes—so those under 16 should sit
this one out. More information is available at
westendproductions.org.  a

The small cast of The Effect brings heady questions to bear on stage JAMES CADY
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THURSDAY MARCH 22
WORDS
RED DOOR BREWING DOWNTOWN TAPROOM Duke City Story
Slam. People tell true stories from their lives, without notes around
the theme of “Firsts.” 400 Gold Ave SW. 7-9pm. 21+.
alibi.com/v/5l78.

ART

Calendar | arts & lit 

LEARN
POPEJOY HALL C19 Now!: The Climate for Indigenous Activism.
renowned journalist and documentary film-maker specializing
in coverage of Indigenous Peoples and events, Jenni Monet
and Dr. Jennifer Nez Denetdale discuss climate issues. 203
Cornell Dr NE. 6pm. 925-5858. alibi.com/v/5lsn. See Event
Horizon.

FILM
UPUBLIC STUDIO The NM Inquisition Live Studio Taping. Comedy
monologue, panel of guests, hilarious takes and real issues. 912
Third Street NW. 6:30-7:45pm. 18+. 659-0217. alibi.com/v/5lhc.

SATURDAY MARCH 24
WORDS
HARWOOD’S 6TH STREET STUDIO SOUTH Art School Workshop:
Ekphrastic Poetry. Chelsea Bunn teaches participants about
ekphrastic poetry and writing techniques, gives examples of
ekphrasis and more. 1023 Sixth Street NW. $80-$90. 10am-1pm.
18+. 242-6367. alibi.com/v/5jee.
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this month!*
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204 SAN MATEO BLVD. SE • ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87108 • 505-243-4449

Redeem at your nearest donation center for details.

Center staff scan to enter payment comment.

TAMARIND INSTITUTE, UNM Artist Talk. Linn Meyers’ work
is rooted in drawing, and her large-scale wall murals and
more intimate works on paper all explore the unique and
imperfect quality of the hand-drawn line. 110 Cornell Dr

SE. 5:30-6:30pm. ALL-AGES! 277-3901.
alibi.com/v/5hy7.

STAGE
STAGE @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo Stand-Up Comedy
Thursdays. Comedians Gabriel Rutledge and Tim Mathis perform
live. 54 Jemez Dam. $10. 7:30pm. 21+. 771-5680.
alibi.com/v/5l2y.

UNM SUB BALLROOMS Live Comedy. Comedy stylings of stand-
up comic, Beth Stelling. 1 University of New Mexico. 7-8:30pm.
alibi.com/v/5l4l.

SONG & DANCE
NORTH VALLEY PUBLIC LIBRARY Introduction to Ukulele Workshop
for Adults. Auttem Foglia provides a fun introduction to playing the
ukulele. Instruments provided. 7704 Second Street NW. Noon-2pm.
897-8823. alibi.com/v/5lj8.

FRIDAY MARCH 23
STAGE
ADOBE THEATER Art. Lines are drawn and old friends square off
over a canvas, using it as an excuse to relentlessly batter one
another over various failures. 9813 Fourth Street NW. $17-$20.
7:30pm. 13+. 898-9222. alibi.com/v/5jpq.

ALBUQUERQUE LITTLE THEATRE Sister Act. Deloris Van Cartier
sees her mobster ex commit murder. She is relocated for her protec-
tion. Set up in the guise of a nun in a convent, Deloris upends the
quiet lives of the resident sisters. 224 San Pasquale Ave SW.
$15-$25. 7:30-9:30pm. 13+. 242-4750. alibi.com/v/5hdz.

AUX DOG THEATRE A Delicate Ship. A memory play about the
fragile dynamics of young relationships and the mysterious workings
of time. 3011 Monte Vista Blvd NE. $18. 8pm. 596-0607.
alibi.com/v/5kss.

RODEY THEATRE, Popejoy Hall Ragtime the Musical. The acclaimed
musical is filled with pageantry, emotion and hope, bursting onto
the stage like no other musical. 203 Cornell Dr NE. $22-$26.
7:30-9:45pm. ALL-AGES! 453-8844. alibi.com/v/5knr.

VORTEX THEATRE A Streetcar Named Desire. Tennessee Williams’
Pulitzer Prize winning play that revolves around the relationship
between Stanley and his wife Stella, and the pressures put on it
by the arrival of Stella’s sister, Blanche. 2900 Carlisle Blvd NE.
$15-$22. 7:30pm. 13+. 247-8600. alibi.com/v/5ldl.

WINE.DIVE. Afropop Worldwide Welcome Party. Executive
producers of the NPR radio show visit in conjunction with the
Making Africa exhibit at the Albuquerque Museum. 119 Gold
Ave SW. 9pm. alibi.com/v/5ky3. See Event Horizon.

SONG & DANCE
OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE Roust the House Teen
Performance Night. Featuring local teen bands and soloists, from
punk rock to classical piano, to singer-songwriters, hip-hoppers,
spoken word artists and more. 210 Yale Blvd SE. $3. 7:30pm.
268-0044. alibi.com/v/5kxs.

CONGREGATION NAHALAT SHALOM Not Finished Too
Much Opening Reception. Affordable dining tables, coffee
tables and benches made from rescued New Mexico

woods plus jewelry and mezuzahs from found branches,
made by Hershel Mutka Weiss. Runs through 4/9. 3606
Rio Grande Blvd. NW. 6-9pm. ALL-AGES! 246-8910.

alibi.com/v/5l2b.

ART

OT CIRCUS GALLERY Artist Market and Pop-Up Shop. Local
artists, crafters and makers of awesome handmade goods show
and sell their creations. 709 Central Ave NW. 10am-2pm.
ALL-AGES! (678) 923-2755. alibi.com/v/5lgs. See Found
Objects.

PRAIRIE STAR RESTAURANT & WINE BAR, Santa Ana Pueblo
Made-in-New Mexico Art Auction. Bid on locally made pottery, furni-
ture, glass, textiles, paintings, toys, sculpture, musical instruments
and more. 288 Prairie Star Rd. 9am-5pm. 21+. 867-5351.
alibi.com/v/5ks7.

STAGE
ADOBE THEATER Art. 9813 Fourth Street NW. $17-$20. 7:30pm.
13+. See 3/23 listing.

ALBUQUERQUE LITTLE THEATRE Sister Act. 224 San Pasquale
Ave SW. $15-$25. 7:30-9:30pm. 13+. See 3/23 listing.

AUX DOG THEATRE A Delicate Ship. 3011 Monte Vista Blvd NE.
$18. 8pm. See 3/23 listing.

RODEY THEATRE, Popejoy Hall Ragtime the Musical. 203 Cornell
Dr NE. $22-$26. 7:30-9:45pm. ALL-AGES! See 3/23 listing.

VORTEX THEATRE A Streetcar Named Desire. 2900 Carlisle Blvd
NE. $15-$22. 7:30pm. 13+. See 3/23 listing.

SONG & DANCE
JAMES A. LITTLE THEATRE, Santa Fe New Mexico Peace Choir:
We Are One Spring Concert. Over 80 people sing inspiring songs
about nature, social awareness, the human spirit and peace. 1060
Cerrillos Road. $20. 3-5pm. ALL-AGES! (505) 471-1799.
alibi.com/v/5lcb.

ODDFELLOWS HALL, Santa Fe Contra Dance. Dance to the tunes
of SF Megaband with live calling from Chris Kermiet. 1125 Cerrillos
Rd. $8-$9. 7-10:30pm. ALL-AGES! (563) 379-9020.
alibi.com/v/5ksh.

POPEJOY HALL Double Delights: Mozart and the Kerns. Mozart’s
Double Piano Concerto in E-flat Major played by Olga and Vladislav
Kern. Prokofiev’s 1st Piano Concerto and Beethoven’s Symphony
No. 7 in A Major conclude the show. 203 Cornell Dr NE. $20-$75.
6-8:30pm. ALL-AGES! 323-4343. alibi.com/v/55w4.

LEARN
ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY Opera Southwest
Seminar: Norma. Singers, musical and artistic staff offer their
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perspectives on the opera, providing an in-depth view for a deeper
understanding and enjoyment of the performance. $15-$17.
10am-noon. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/5exx. Also, Art+Feminism
Wikipedia Edit-a-thon. A do-it-yourself and do-it-with-others
campaign teaching people of all gender identities and expres-
sions to edit Wikipedia. 2000 Mountain Rd NW. 11am-4pm.
ALL-AGES! 243-7255. alibi.com/v/5exz. See Found Objects.

OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE How Outpost Works. An informal
session with Tom Guralnick about how funding works, how booking
works, among other topics. Ask questions and offer input and
suggestions. 210 Yale Blvd SE. 11am-1pm. 268-0044.
alibi.com/v/5kra.

a single water drop’s journey across the world. 4800 Laban Rd
NE. $20 - $35. 3-4:30pm. alibi.com/v/5lme.

FILM
CENTRAL & UNSER LIBRARY Back to the Future Part III (PG). In
the sci-fi classic, small-town Californian teen, Marty McFly, is taken
back into the ’50s when an experiment by his eccentric scientist
friend Doc Brown goes awry. 8081 Central Ave NW. 1:30-3:30pm.
ALL-AGES! 768-4320. alibi.com/v/5k5o.

WEDNESDAY MARCH 28
WORDS
TRACTOR BREWING CO. Writing Wednesdays. Meet and discuss
projects with other local writers and receive feedback. 118 Tulane
Dr SE. 1pm. 21+. 243-6752. alibi.com/v/5j2h.

ART
KD NEELEY GALLERY Asymmetric Bodies Performance and
Exhibition Opening Reception. A beautiful, intimate and unique
performance from world-renowned Nemcatacoateatro. Physical
theater and dance fusion that creates visual poetry via photography.
Due to limited space, RSVP required. Runs through 4/13. 104
Fourth St. NW. $10. 7-8:30pm. 933-9315. alibi.com/v/5ksc.

ONGOING
ART
516 ARTS The US-Mexico Border: Place, Imagination, and
Possibility. Contemporary artists explore the border as a physical
reality, subject and as a site for production and solution. Runs
through 4/14. Thu-Sat, Tue-Wed. 516 Central Ave SW. Noon-5pm.
ALL-AGES! 242-1445. alibi.com/v/5h7k.

ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY Making Africa.
Browse the work over 100 artists and designers working in cities
throughout Africa. Runs through 5/6. Thu-Sun, Tue-Wed. 2000
Mountain Rd NW. 9am-5pm. ALL-AGES! 243-7255.
alibi.com/v/5hwm.

ALBUQUERQUE OPEN SPACE VISITOR CENTER Edge Effect. Twelve
artists show 2d work, pottery, hanging sculpture and book arts.
Thu-Sun. 9am-5pm. alibi.com/v/5g1n. Also, Art Park 21 Exhibit.
View the drawings and renderings of proposed temporary art instal-
lations consistent with the theme of a 21st century art park. Runs
through 4/22. Thu-Sun, Tue-Wed. 6500 Coors Blvd NW. 9am-5pm.
897-8831. alibi.com/v/5kca.

CONGREGATION NAHALAT SHALOM Not Finished Too Much
Opening Reception. Affordable dining tables, coffee tables and
benches made from rescued New Mexico woods plus jewelry and
mezuzahs from found branches, made by Hershel Mutka Weiss.
Runs through 4/9. Sat, Mon-Wed. 3606 Rio Grande Blvd. NW.
11-2pm. ALL-AGES! 246-8910. alibi.com/v/5ln0.

EXHIBIT/208 Double Take. Lucy Maki shows paintings, small
sculptures and works on paper. Runs through 3/31. Thu-Sat. 208
Broadway Blvd SE. 10am-4pm. ALL-AGES! 450-6884.
alibi.com/v/5kuq.

GALLERY ABQ Abstract Visions. Gallery artists Nora Caldwell and
Jackie Sheppard. Runs through 3/30. Thu-Sat, Tue-Wed. 8210
Menaul NE. 10am-5pm. ALL-AGES! 292-9333. alibi.com/v/5k9m.

GHOSTWOLF GALLERY, Old TownWomen’s Work. A juried exhibition
showcasing an eclectic set of pieces about female identity, past,
present and future in the context of our greater environment. Runs
through 3/31. 2043 S Plaza St NW. 11am-6pm. 18+. 246-9653.
alibi.com/v/5k7r.

MARIPOSA GALLERY Opening Reception. Vivid abstract by painter,
illustrator, Mary Austin shows Wild and Helen Cozza shows a new
body of collagraphic works in Earthly Order. Runs through 3/30.
3500 Central Ave SE. Noon-5pm. ALL-AGES! 268-6828.
alibi.com/v/5k8l.

NAPOLI COFFEEWinter into Spring Art Show. A show by Rainbow
Artists which is an Albuquerque area women artists’ collective.
3035 Menaul Blvd NE. 6am-6pm. ALL-AGES! (575) 405-1966.
alibi.com/v/5i7u.

OASIS ALBUQUERQUE Home Opening Reception. Local artists
present the results of experimental mosaic techniques featuring
stained glass, fused glass, cast glass, glass tile, kiln formed ceramics,
ceramic and porcelain tile and more. Runs through 4/20. Thu-Fri,
Mon-Wed. 3301 Menaul NE, Ste 18. 9am-4:30pm. ALL-AGES!
884-4529. alibi.com/v/5fpg.

REMARQUE: NEW GROUNDS PRINT WORKSHOP Thirteen. A retro-
spective look at the work of Jorge Tristani. Runs through 4/2. Thu-
Sat. 3812 Central Ave SE. 10am-6pm. ALL-AGES! 268-8952.
alibi.com/v/5k91.

RICHARD LEVY GALLERY The Light Behind the Sun. Thu-Sat, Tue-
Wed. 514 Central Ave SW. 11am-4pm. ALL-AGES! 766-9888.
alibi.com/v/5hj5.

SORREL SKY GALLERY, Santa Fe 26th National Pastel Painting
Exhibition of the Pastel Society of New Mexico. Over 150 artists show
artwork like portraits, landscapes, skyscapes, street and cityscapes,
still lifes and more. Runs through 3/31. Runs through 3/31. 125 W
Palace. 9:30am-5:30pm. 501-6555. alibi.com/v/5kbk.

LAS PLACITAS PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, Placitas
Placitas Artists Series March Visual Artists Reception.

See the work of photographer Paul Dressendorfer, mixed
media artist Rebecca Nolda, watercolor painter Lynne

Peckinpaugh and mixed media artist P.K. Williams. Runs
through 3/30. 7 Paseo De San Antonio Rd. 2-3pm.

ALL-AGES! 867-8080. alibi.com/v/5l1h.

SUNDAY MARCH 25
ART

STAGE
ADOBE THEATER Art. 9813 Fourth Street NW. $17-$20. 7:30pm.
13+. See 3/23 listing.

ALBUQUERQUE LITTLE THEATRE Sister Act. 224 San Pasquale
Ave SW. $15-$25. 7:30-9:30pm. 13+. See 3/23 listing.

AUX DOG THEATRE A Delicate Ship. 3011 Monte Vista Blvd NE.
$18. 8pm. See 3/23 listing.

RODEY THEATRE, Popejoy Hall Ragtime the Musical. 203 Cornell
Dr NE. $22-$26. 7:30-9:45pm. ALL-AGES! See 3/23 listing.

VORTEX THEATRE A Streetcar Named Desire. Tennessee Williams’
Pulitzer Prize winning that revolves around the relationship between
Stanley and his wife Stella, and the pressures put on it by the
arrival of Stella’s sister, Blanche. 2900 Carlisle Blvd NE. $15-$22.
2pm. 13+. 247-8600. alibi.com/v/5ldt.

SONG & DANCE
ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY Afropop
Worldwide. Georges Collinet and Banning Eyre from National Publiuc
Radio as they take locals on musical journey into contemporary
African music, in conjunction with exhibition “Making Africa: A
Continent of Contemporary Design”. 2000 Mountain Rd NW. $1-$4.
2-3pm. ALL-AGES! 243-7255. alibi.com/v/5ey0.

LAS PLACITAS PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, Placitas Placitas Artists
Series Presents Quartets for Oboe and Strings. Willy Sucre and
friends, consisting of oboist Robert Ingliss, violinist Krzysztof
Zimowski, and cellist Ian Jones, perform oboe quartets by Mozart,
Benjamin Britten, Georg Philipp Telemann; and Karl Stamitz. 7
Paseo De San Antonio Rd. $15-$25. 3-5pm. ALL-AGES! 867-8080.
alibi.com/v/5l1g.

OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE The Tuba Trio Chronicles. Joseph
Daley, Warren Smith and Scott Robinson perform live. 210 Yale
Blvd SE. $20-$25. 7:30-9:30pm. 268-0044. alibi.com/v/5krf.

ST. MICHAEL & ALL ANGELS EPISCOPAL CHURCH New Mexico
Bach Society Concert. An ensemble of vocal soloists performs
Cantata 8 and selections from St. John and St. Matthew Passions
under director Franz Vote, Conductor Emeritus of the Metropolitan
Opera in New York. 601 Montano Rd NW. $34. 3-5pm. ALL-AGES!
474-4513. alibi.com/v/5lhb.

TIGUEX PARK Brazilian Samba Percussion Ensemble. A large
percussion ensemble with many voices coming together as one
for all levels. For beginners to advanced players and no experience
or instruments required. 1800 Mountain Rd NW. Donations encour-
aged. 1-2:30pm. 13+. 585-1946. alibi.com/v/5jep.

V. SUE CLEVELAND HIGH SCHOOL, Rio Rancho The Drop That
Contained The Sea. Composer Christopher Tin delivers a classical
crossover work that incorporates chorale singers and art, following
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BY ROBIN BABB

Y
ou may have noticed a new kind of drink
showing up on menus over the past couple
of years: shrubs. A shrub is any drink made

from a vinegar-based syrup—usually a soda or a
cocktail—but the word can refer to the syrup
itself, too. Mixologists at Sister and Still Spirits
have mixed these syrups into cocktails, and
Prismatic Coffee, Vinaigrette and The Shop all
have shrub sodas on their menus as well. 
What’s the appeal? Well, there’s the

probiotic content of the vinegar, for one. I also
appreciate that they’re non-alcoholic mixers,
and that they come in great herb and fruit
flavors like hibiscus/mint/ginger and
honeydew/cucumber/cardamom. Plus, with
warmer weather moving in lately, I’m looking
forward to drinking anything cold and
refreshing. 
Most of the shrubs you’ll find here in

Albuquerque are made by one person: Monique
Carr, the woman behind Spellbound Syrups.
What started as a hobby in 2015 quickly
became an obsession for her, and then a
business. She now offers workshops in making
shrubs at home, and is working on getting her
wholesale license to sell her syrups in bulk to
restaurants and bars. This year has been busy
for Carr, and it doesn’t look like it will be
slowing down anytime soon. 
Despite her busy schedule, Carr was able to

answer some questions about Spellbound
Syrups and her favorite flavors to make into
shrubs. On the facing page, find a simple recipe
for making shrubs at home, also provided by
Carr.

Alibi:When did you first start making

syrups? How did you get into it?

Monique Carr: I started making syrups in 2015
sometime for myself at home. My partner at
the time would frequent the library at least
once a week. He would return with a heap of
books, which would lowkey annoy me. One
day he brought me a book he thought I’d have
interest in. The book was Shrubs by Michael
Dietsch. I used this book as a reference when I
first was experimenting and learning. But
making shrubs quickly became very natural for
me and it wasn’t something I had to think
about very much, ideas for flavor layering
easily rushed in and out. At the time, I was
working at a brewery part-time and had just
graduated from my UNM undergrad program
and decided I wanted another job. I had heard
about this roasting facility and coffee shop that
would open in the Sawmill district. Prismatic
Coffee focused on showcasing their roasting
capabilities by bringing out the beans’
characteristics according to the region and
processing methods by their roasting
techniques. They had only a few drinks on the
menu and asked me to make a shrub for their

grand opening. The shrub was a pear ginger
shrub and it was a total success—it sold out at
the opening. So Loren, the owner of Prismatic,
asked me to run a beverage program there
permanently. I made a small batch of syrups,
usually a different flavor once a week, and that
was where I had my greatest learning curve. I
was able to develop a palate for shrubs and
really streamline my process there. 

What are some of your favorite flavors to

mix into syrups?

Favorite flavors to work with are all local and
seasonal flavors, meaning that my favorite
shrubs are those made with ingredients that
I’ve harvested myself or sourced from local
farmers/growers. I’m always excited for rhubarb
to be in season in N.M., it’s usually grown in
southern New Mexico. Cherries from Velarde
in northern New Mexico, plus beet and piñon
are a favorite combination of mine. We had a
very generous yield for peaches this past
summer and you can find so much diversity in
the fruit—each tree is different. You can find
some peaches that are more savory/citrusy and
others that are sweeter with hints of strawberry.
The range in color is also expansive: You could
have a yellow, brown or even magenta-colored
syrup from peaches. I often infuse my vinegars
with local mint or rosemary. I also use dried
herbs and spices to infuse vinegars: cardamom,
vanilla pods, rose petals, cinnamon and
peppercorns. Oleo saccharum is a process
where you infuse the sugar you’re using to
macerate with citrus peels—fresh flowers and
vanilla pods would work too. Ginger is a fun
root to grate into your macerated fruit to infuse
overnight. I do this with hot peppers too:
serranos, jalapeños and poblanos. 

Where/how can people buy your syrups?

I am currently in the process of acquiring my
wholesale license so that I can package my

product as a concentrate (syrup) and as a soft
drink (diluted version in bottles) to sell to
restaurants, bars, spas, breweries, coffee shops,
grocery stores and retail stores. I have a bulk
wholesale license, so a few places will carry my
syrups and use them as an ingredient (usually
will sell as a soda or cocktail). Sister, Still
Spirits and The Shop will have shrubs available
on their menus. I often do catering and pop-up
events as well. These events are my favorite to
do. I do collaborations with breweries—
Steelbender is the next brewery collaboration
to happen. To stay in the loop with events and
places that carry my product follow my
Instagram: spellbound_syrups, or Spellbound
Tonic Syrups on Facebook. My website will be
up and running this summer.

Why do you think shrubs are becoming so

trendy these days?

I think shrubs are appealing because of the slow
food movement. People are interested in
handmade, small-batch products again—simple
as that. Shrubs, when made properly, should
stimulate the entire palate. You should have a
sweet, savory, tart, earthy, spicy, herbaceous
and aromatic syrup. Moreover, shrubs are a
healthier, more sustainable product to
consume; by using a bulk product you reduce
the amount of waste you produce. People are
also attracted to probiotic raw food/drink
products. Apple cider vinegar is known to
balance your sugar absorption, to help improve
cognition and to help maintain the probiotic
biome in your belly. Shrubs have diverse uses.
You can make popsicles with them, dressings,
you can brighten an espresso tonic with them,
blend with beer, wine, tea, etc., top your ice
cream with them. People often drink them as
an aperitif and intermezzo to prep the palate
and belly for food consumption, as the acidity
in a shrub stimulates your salivary glands. a

Monique Carr Makes Shrubs
Spellbound Syrups is popularizing the fruity, probiotic drink

WEEKLY SPECIALS

BYROBIN BABB

We’re all about learning and trying new things
over here at the Alibi, especially new food

and drink. So this week is all about introducing you
to some things you might not know about, or at
least don’t know how to make (yet). In the feature
you’ll learn all about shrubs from Monique Carr of
Spellbound Syrups, and then learn how to make
one. Below, you’ll also learn about other
opportunities to learn more stuff this weekend and
into next week. Because we heard you really like
learning.

Pilates and Wine at Casa Rondeña
I love this trend of combining exercise with

alcohol. This pilates class at Casa Rondeña Winery
(733 Chavez Rd. NW) on Friday, March 23 is a
perfect opportunity for you to wind down your
week. From 6 to 8pm, Angela Hanchett teaches
an all-levels pilates class that pairs excellently with
a nice cabernet sauvignon. Tickets are $15 (that
includes your first glass of wine, too) and
reservations are required, as space is limited. Call
Colleen Constance Franco at (505) 452-7208 to
reserve your spot.

Ayurvedic Cooking Class at 
Los Poblanos

I used to think that Ayurvedic cooking was all
bland boiled stuff, but I’ve since visited
Annapurna’s enough to have my mind changed
about that. If you’re curious about this ancient
healing way of eating, visit the Basic Ayurvedic
Cooking class at Los Poblanos (4803 Rio Grande
Blvd. NW) from 10am to 1pm on Sunday, March
25. Chef Elizabeth Gallery teaches participants
how to make springtime kitchuri, whole wheat
chapati, and chai and lavender cookies with
strawberry jam. 

The Art of Ravioli, the Sequel
Michelle

Michelotti-Martinez
taught this class a
couple weeks ago,
and it was so popular
that she decided to
do it again. Turns out,
people really like
ravioli. If you really
like ravioli, and you’d
really like to learn
how to make it
yourself, you can do
just that at The Art of
Ravioli, a cooking
class at Sarabande

B&B (5637 Rio Grande Blvd. NW) this Sunday,
March 25 from 4 to 7pm. Participants learn to
make three raviolis and three accompanying
sauces, with printed recipes provided. Enjoy the
fruits of your labor afterwards, along with a few
glasses of wine with your classmates. It’s $85 per
person to attend. Email michelle@eatentions.com
or call (505) 577-2316 for a reservation, and visit
eatentions.com to learn more about Michelle’s
catering and other classes.

Italian Made Easy at Jan’s on 4th
The indefatigable Jan Laird of Jan’s on 4th

knows how to cook everything, and she’s not
stingy with her knowledge, thankfully. At her
Italian Made Easy class, participants learn how to
make ricotta cheese, gnocchi, homemade pasta,
tomato sauce and focaccia bread. This entry-level
class is on Tuesday, March 27, from 6 to 9pm.
Tickets are $70 and space fills up fast, so visit
janson4th.com/event/italian-made-easy to claim
your spot now. a
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Monique Carr teaches students how to make shrubs at a workshop ALEJANDRO ARBALLO
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Meyer Lemon
Shrub Recipe

Shrubs are easy to make and tasty to drink

BY ROBIN BABB

If you haven’t started drinking
shrubs yet, where have you been,
homie? These sweet and tart probiotic
fruit drinks are getting pretty trendy
right about now, and for good
reason—they’re not only delicious,
but wicked easy to make. 

A shrub syrup is, at its most basic, a
combination of fruit, sugar and
vinegar, in more or less equal ratios.
The recipe below—provided by
Monique Carr of Spellbound Syrups—
is for a basic Meyer lemon shrub,
which can be easily tweaked to
include other fruits, herbs, sweeteners
or natural flavors. Try adding fresh
rosemary, or ginger and cayenne, for
instance, or throw in some green
grapes to the first step to complement
the champagne vinegar. Instead of
turbinado sugar, you could use
coconut or date sugar; instead of
champagne vinegar, you could use
white wine vinegar or sherry vinegar.
The potential combinations are
endless, and you’ll get a better idea of
what flavors work best together as you
experiment. 

Oleo saccharum, which Carr
mentions in this recipe and in her
interview, is made by macerating sugar
and fruit together—a process which
extracts the oil (oleo) from the fruit.
This sweet syrup has been used on its own by
savvy bartenders in cocktails for centuries, but
its flavor is taken to a whole different level
when it’s made into a shrub.

To make oleo saccharum into a shrub, you
just mix it with any kind of vinegar (plain
white vinegar isn’t recommended, as it’s just a
little too sharp and overpowering) and allow it
to sit for a few days. This resting period makes
a little bit of fermentation happen, increasing
the probiotic punch of this sweet beverage and
giving it a little pleasant funkiness. It’s
somewhere close to kombucha, but more
vinegary. 

My favorite way to drink shrubs is simply to
mix the syrup with some fizzy water (Topo
Chico is the way to go), a few pieces of the
fresh fruit used in making the shrub, and a few
leaves of some fresh herbs like rosemary or
basil. Pour this all over ice and you’ve got your
next favorite summer drink on deck. You can
also mix the syrup into a cocktail, iced tea or
just about anything else you can drink. 

There are several other methods of making
shrubs besides this one, but this is the most
straightforward. As long as you can plan to

start making it a few days before you’re going
to serve it, you’re golden.

Meyer Lemon Shrub
Makes approx. 3 cups of 
shrub syrup
Ingredients: 

7-8 Meyer lemons (1 1/2 cups of juice) 
1/2 cup of turbinado sugar 
3/4 cup of champagne vinegar 

Process: 
1. Remove the yellow part of the lemon

peels with a vegetable peeler. Juice the lemons.
Mash the sugar and lemon peels together to
build an oleo saccharum.

2. Add the lemon juice and vinegar to the
oleo saccharum. Blend to combine. Pour into a
jar or bottle, seal it, and shake it to fully blend
ingredients. Allow it to sit at room
temperature for two to three days for flavors to
marry, then keep in the fridge for up to two
months (though, let’s be real, it probably won’t
last that long). a
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Mixing shrub syrup with fizzy
water makes a great summer drink
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Loveless
Icy family drama will make you glad you don’t live in Russia

background of the apartment as they tear into
each other. Neither of them seems eager to raise
the boy. (“He needs his mother,” insists Boris.
“At his age, boys want their father,” counters
Zhenya.) Their best idea: Ship the kid off to
boarding school and encourage him to join the
military when he’s old enough. Ouch. How
unfeeling are these two? Zhenya confides to her
new partner that she never loved Boris and was
“disgusted” at the sight of her newborn son. Her
body never even produced milk when he was a
baby. Again, ouch. Boris, meanwhile, only seems
concerned with how the impending divorce will
affect his middle-management desk job. In
conversations with coworkers it’s clear he’s
employed by a fundamentalist Christian prone
to firing employees who do not have spouses
and children. According to rumor, one divorced
employee actually hired actors to portray his
“family” at a Christmas party.
In the wake of a particularly ugly dustup

between Zhenya and Boris, young Alyosha
vanishes. It takes his parents a full two days to
notice that he’s gone. They turn to the police;
but as an officer brusquely informs them,
missing kids are usually murdered by their
parents. If Zhenya and Boris didn’t kill him,
well he’ll probably return in a week or two. If
they really want to find him, the officer suggests
mom and dad contact a volunteer search-and-
rescue organization. 

REEL WORLD
BYDEVIN D. O’LEARY

The Q
Indie Q film screenings return to the South
Broadway Cultural Center this Thursday, March
22. Doors open at 6:30, films start at 7pm. This
month’s selection features another sampling of
short films, trailers and works-in-progress from
local filmmakers. Among the selections this time
around are the crime drama “A Bitter Reckoning”
from Ghost Town Film Productions and two
episodes of Joe Lonesome’s mini-mockumentary
“OffSet WebSeries.” Admission is free. The
Broadway Cultural Center is located at 1025
Broadway SE.

Act It Out
Also hitting the South Broadway Cultural Center
this week is the New Mexico Film Foundation’s
Fifth Annual New Mexico Actors Showcase. Every
year, NMFF asks local actors to send in audition
tapes. The best actors in a wide range of age and
skill categories are chosen to perform an audition
live on stage in front of an audience. Professional
makeup, sound and camera are employed and this
year the actors are working under the auspices of
actress/director Cat Pilafas (NBC’s “The Night
Shift”). A panel of industry professionals judge the
competition, and winners are chosen in several
categories. This year’s lineup shines the spotlight
on 25 New Mexico actors. Local actress Sheridan
Johnson and Native American comedian Isiah
Yazzie are the evening’s masters of ceremony.
Admission is $10. Tickets are available in advance
through broadwaytickets.com. The event runs
from 6 to 9:30pm on Friday, March 23. For more
info go to newmexicofilmfoundation.org.

Soccer Cinema
Albuquerque Sol, the Premiere Development
League soccer club here in town, hosts a special
movie screening on Sunday, March 25. Rise &
Shine: The Jay DeMerit Story is a rags-to-riches
documentary about a teenager from Wisconsin
who, with a bit of luck and perseverance, realizes
his dream of playing professional football in
Europe. Interviews with DeMerit, his family, his
childhood friends, teammates, coaches and fans
chart his athletic breakthrough from the ninth tier
in soccer to the FIFA World Cup. DeMerit himself
will be on hand to introduce the film and to
participate in a Q&A with fans afterward. The
event takes place at Sandia Preparatory School
(632 Osuna Rd. NE) from 6 to 8pm. Tickets for the
film are $5. Tickets for the film plus the “invite
only” VIP party on Tuesday, March 27 are $25.
For more info, or to purchase tickets, go to
abqsolfc.com.

Film Biz
Do you own a local business that you think could
work well with the New Mexico film industry? You
can never predict what a film production will need
on any given day—from food to costume pieces to
jewelry to security to car rentals to computer
services to a vintage phone booth for that one
special shot. The New Mexico Film Office is
offering a free educational speaker on Wednesday,
March 28 addressing the topic of “Vendors: New
Mexico Businesses Working with the Film
Industry.” Come hear how local business owners
have been able to make money off Hollywood and
learn how to utilize their tips for yourself.
Confirmed guests include Adrian Chavez from
Lobo Protective Services and Elias Vigil from
Aquila Travel. This event is free and open to the
public, but you need to register in advance by
going to eventbrite.com. The lecture will take place
from 6 to 7pm at the New Mexico Film Office
(1100 S. St. Francis Drive) in Santa Fe. For more
info go to nmfilm.com. a

The efficient and organized coordinator of
the group interviews Zhenya and Boris, quickly
pinning them as a couple of absentee parents
who know next to nothing about their son. A
search is nonetheless organized with Zhenya
and Boris dispatched on a particularly painful,
dead-end mission to contact Zhenya’s estranged
mother. Mom is no prize pig herself. Paranoid
and emotionally abusive of her daughter, her
presence exposes more of the intergenerational
frostbite at the center of Russia’s frigid heart. 
Novisibirsk-born writer-director Andrey

Zvyagintsev has gone down this road of grim
realism before with 2014’s Oscar-nominated
Leviathan. Trading the gray, stoney shores of
rural Russia for the inky blue apartment blocks
of suburban Moscow, Zvyagintsev still finds
space to wax existential on the slow corrosion
of modern Mother Russia. Gone are the
incompetent apparatchiks of the Gorbachev
era. In their place are the opportunistic money-
grabbers of the Putin era.
Scouring the countryside—ticking off

abandoned schools, Soviet-era sports clubs and
other crumbling facades of recent Russian
history looking for their missing son—the
squabbling couple lead viewers on a tour of
their country’s lineage of failure and
abandonment. As a crash course on the causes
and consequences of suffering, of the social ills
that surround and support them, Loveless does
its job with a certain brutal honesty. The biggest
stumbling block to viewers, however, may be
the collection of awful, unsympathetic newbie-
bougie characters at the core of it all. Loveless is
fully committed to excoriating Russia’s newly
minted middle class—while still implicating the
generations that came before it. Riveting as this
dark dive may be, it’s not exactly a fun trip. Like
a winter night in Siberia, it’s certainly not warm
or brief or at all subtle in its approach. a

Loveless
Written and directed by Andrey Zvyagintsev

Starring Maryana Spivak, Aleksey Rozin, Matvey

Novikov

Unrated; Opens Friday 3/23.

"Why couldn't I have been born Canadian?"

BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

H
as anyone ever actually dreamed of being

Russian? Of flying off to the Brutalist

architecture-bound streets of Kiev?

Frolicking in the rasputitsa (“general mud”) of

Russian Winter? Living amid the bureaucratic

dregs of the former Soviet Union? Someone

surely must have, but the nation hardly has the

romantic allure of, say, France or the South

Seas. If the literature and films of Russia have

taught us anything it’s that the Russian people

are a hard, cynical lot still living down the

legacy of Leninism and inhabiting a particularly

bleak, cold chunk of the world.
Loveless—Russia’s official submission for the

“Best Foreign Language Film” category at the
90th annual Academy Awards—is, if nothing
else, emblematic of its nation. It’s a stark, dark,
often beautifully bleak “feelbad” family drama
wrapped around the hardened core of a
procedural crime thriller. It is, in short, an
extraordinarily Russian film.
Our main characters, Zhenya (Maryana

Spivak) and Boris (Aleksey Rozin), are in the
midst of a particularly acrimonious divorce. The
upwardly mobile couple got married young,
grew up, made some money and now, in their
30s, are ready to move on. He’s already
shacking up with his pregnant girlfriend. She’s
already got an older lover lined up. The only
reason they still see each other is because
they’re trying to sell off the suburban Moscow
apartment they bought. … Oh, and the fact
that they have a 12-year-old son together. 
Alyosha (Matvey Novikov) is almost an

afterthought for the couple. A silent, sullen,
seemingly friendless moppet caught in the bitter
war between his parents, he drifts around in the
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E
xactly 50 years ago on Monday, Feb. 19, a

children’s television show called “Mr.

Rogers’ Neighborhood” hit the national

airwaves on NET (an early educational

network, later succeeded by PBS). It was a

hallmark moment in television history,

particularly for creator and star Fred Rogers,

who would go on to claim some 40 honorary

degrees, a Peabody Award and a Presidential

Medal of Freedom. Rogers’ show lasted 31

seasons and aired until August of 2001, forming

a key memory block in the minds of

generations of American children—most of

whom can still sing the opening theme song

(“Won’t You Be My Neighbor”) word-for-word.
“Mr. Rogers’ Neighborhood” introduced

young viewers to such indelible characters as
Speedy Delivery man Mr. McFeely, friendly
policeman Officer Clemens, kindly neighbor
Betty Aberlin and gruff-voiced Chef Brockett.
In the regular segment known as the
“Neighborhood of Make-Believe,” a toy trolly
transported imaginative children to a land
populated by puppets like King Friday XIII, X
the Owl, Henrietta Pussycat and Daniel
Striped Tiger. And yet, Rogers was always clear
on the line between reality and fantasy, often
taking cameras behind the scenes to expose the
puppeteers and sets that brought it all to life. 

Unlike other educational shows, Rogers’
weekly half-hour was rarely interested in
teaching kids hard facts like numbers or letters.
Instead, it gently confronted social concerns,
talked about feelings and addressed the many
confusions of growing up. In a famous 1970
episode, Rogers talked about the death of one
of his trademark pet goldfish. He often spoke to

kids about such real-world problems as war and
divorce. Through it all was the reassuring
feeling that the host was never talking down to
kids or lecturing them. Instead, he spoke to
kids honestly and directly, a calm, comforting
voice that always insisted “You’re special to
me;” “You’re the only person in this whole
world like you;” and “I’m proud of the way
you’re growing and changing.”

In addition to marking the 50th anniversary
of the show, 2018 has seen what would have
been Fred Rogers’ 90th birthday. (He was born
on March 20, 1928.) To celebrate these two
milestones, PBS has teamed up with Amazon’s
live streaming video platform Twitch to stream
every single episode—all 856 of them—online.
The livestream, which kicked off on Tuesday,
March 20 at 11am MST, started with the 90
greatest episodes, back to back. Once that
milestone is cleared, Twitch will get down to
airing a complete run of the entire series. It will
take about 18 days to get through all 33 years
(!) of the show. 

There’s no doubt the world is a sadder place
since the passing of Fred Rogers in 2003. If ever
there was a time our world needed a dose of the
civility, kindness, empathy and deep humanity
of which Mr. Rogers was capable, it’s now. I
suggest you join me in watching as many
episodes of “Mr. Rogers’ Neighborhood” as
humanly possible—if only to remind yourself of
Mr. Rogers’ core message: We are all unique,
we make each day special by being ourselves,
and people can like us just the way we are. a

Go to twitch.tv/misterrogers to watch all 856

episodes of “Mr. Rogers’ Neighborhood.”

TELEVISION | IDIOT BOX BY DEVIN D. O’LEarY

THE WEEK IN

SLOTH
SATURDAY 24

“The 2018 Nickelodeon Kids’ Choice
Awards” (Nickelodeon 6pm) I usually
rag on “kids” for choosing junk like
Alvin and the Chipmunks: Chipwrecked
(Best Movie 2012) and One Direction
(Best Band 2013, 2014 and 2015).
But kids have stood pretty tall this year,
getting shot at in schools and marching
on Washington. So nothing but kudos
to them in 2018. … Still, it wouldn’t kill
you squirts to choose a favorite cartoon
other than “SpongeBob Squarepants.”
(Fourteen wins? C’mon!)

SUNDAY 25

“Trust” (FX 11pm) In this 10-episode
drama, director Danny Boyle
(Trainspotting) and writer Simon
Beaufoy (The Full Monty) tackle the
kidnapping of J. Paul Getty III—a true
crime saga most recently seen in the
Oscar-nominated film All the Money in
the World.

“Barry” (HBO 11:30pm) In this
surprisingly dark comedy, “SNL” vet Bill
Hader stars as a US-marine-turned-
low-rent-hitman who ends up in Los
Angeles and, oddly enough, finds
acceptance among a group of eager
wannabe actors in the LA theater
scene.

MONDAY 26

“Keep It Spotless” (Nickelodeon
5:30pm) Good old Nickelodeon. This
kids’ game show has contestants vying
for cash prizes—so long as they can
keep clean in the show’s mess-filled
obstacle course.

The Zen Diaries of Garry Shandling
(HBO 6pm) This two-part documentary

finds writer-director Judd Apatow
(“Freaks and Geeks,” The 40-Year-
Old Virgin) exploring the life and
career of comedian Garry
Shandling.

“The Terror” (AMC 7pm) Ridley
Scott (Alien, Blade Runner,
Gladiator) serves as executive
producer of this series based on
author Dan Simmons’ 2007
account of Captain John Franklin’s
lost 1836 expedition of the HMS
Erubus and HMS Terror. Trapped in
the Arctic, Franklin’s crew
succumbed to starvation, illness,
mutiny, cannibalism and—
ultimately—botulism. Not, as
Simmons speculated, starvation,
illness, mutiny, cannibalism and—
ultimately—a giant, freaking
monster. 

“One Strange Rock” (National
Geographic 8pm) From
filmmaker Darren Aronofsky
(Requiem For a Dream, The
Wrestler, Black Swan) comes this
mind-bending exploration of the
“fragility and wonder” of planet
Earth—hosted by Will Smith, no
less.

TUESDAY 27

“Roseanne” (KOAT-7 7pm) After
more than 20 years off the air,
ABC’s hit sitcom returns for a
10th season.

WEDNESDAY 28

“Alex, Inc.” (KOAT-7 7:30pm) In this
sitcom adaptation of Alex
Blumberg’s successful podcast,
Zach Braff (“Scrubs”) stars as a
journalist and family man who
quits his job to start his own
company. a

THURSDAY 22

“Station 19” (KOAT-7 8pm)
Superproducer Shonda Rhimes has
expanded her reach beyond sexy
young doctors (“Grey’s Anatomy,”
“Private Practice”) and sexy young
lawyers (“How to Get Away With
Murder,” “For the People”). Now, she
has a show about sexy young
firefighters, giving her a TV trope hat
trick.

FRIDAY 23

Roxanne Roxanne (Netflix streaming
anytime) This is a hip-hop biopic
about New York emcee Roxanne
Shanté, who created one of the rap
world’s first “answer records.” U.T.F.O.’s
1984 single “Roxanne Roxanne” led
to the infamous Roxanne Wars, which
included Shante’s “Roxanne’s
Revenge” and between 30 and 100
other follow-ups (“Roxanne’s Sister,”
“The Parents of Roxanne,” “Roxanne’s
Doctor”). Never forget: Some of our
country’s most promising young
emcees were lost in those wars.

March of the Penguins 2: The Next
Step (Hulu streaming anytime)
Frankly, I didn’t have a lot of
unanswered questions after the first
one.

“Muppet Babies” (Disney 11am) ’80s
kids rejoice! Jim Henson’s “Muppet
Babies” is back for a CGI reboot.

Can You Say Bingewatch?
“Mr. Rogers’ Neighborhood” turns 50
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Chile, Brazil, Costa Rica, Peru and Honduras. On Friday it’s
avant-garde filmmaker Alejandro Jodorowsky’s autobio-
graphical drama Poesia sin Fin (Endless Poetry). On Satur-
day it’s the prison drama Presos (Prisoners) and the
sporting docudrama Pelé: Birth of a Legend. On Sunday
it’s the gritty crime flick El Soñador (The Dreamer) and the
supernatural UFO pic Ovnis en Zacapa. Unrated. (Opens
Friday 3/23 at Guild Cinema)

The Square
This off-kilter, cringe-inducing satirical drama (from the di-
rector of Swedish think piece Force Majeure) finds the pro-
gressive curator (Claes Bang) of a contemporary art
museum trying to put together an installation art exhibit
which invites passersby to altruism. Thanks to growing
problems in his personal life and an overblown response
to the new exhibit’s ad campaign, our protagonist finds
himself spiraling into an outrageous existential crisis. Elisa-
beth Moss and Dominic West costar. In Swedish and Dan-
ish with English subtitles. 142 minutes. R. (Opens
Wednesday 11/22 at Guild Cinema)

Star Trek: First Contact
As far as “Next Generation” Star Trek films go, 1996’s First
Contact is kinda pretty decent—meaning it’s way better
than Generations, Insurrection or Nemesis. This one’s got
the evil Borg (always welcome villains) traveling back in
time to prevent Earthling Zefram Cochran (James
Cromwell) from inventing warp drive in the first place. 111
minutes. PG-13. (Opens Monday 3/26 at Flix Brewhouse)

Tholem’s Live A/V Show
Mind-melting musician and multimedia artist Thollem
makes a stop on his never-ending tour to present an
evening of audio and video delights. With a Prophet syn-
thesizer and microphone, Thollem provides live musical
scores to a collection of short, experimental films from
Martha Colburn (US/Holland), Tuia Cherici (Italy/France)
and ACVilla (US). 90 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Tuesday
3/27 at Guild Cinema)

Unsane
Steven Soderbergh (Sex, Lies and Videotape; Erin Brock-
ovich; Ocean’s Eleven; Solaris; Magic Mike) dabbles in B-
movie horror now. Why the hell not? (Also, he shot it on an
iPhone.) A young businesswoman (Claire Foy, “The Crown”)
is involuntarily committed to a mental institution where she
is confronted by her greatest fears—but are they real or a
product of her delusion? The script attempts to inject
some timely #metoo weight to the schlocky psycho-thriller
mechanics, resulting in an odd but not entirely uninterest-
ing battle between experiment and exploitation. 97 min-
utes. R. (Opens Thursday 3/22 at Century 14 Downtown,
AMC Albuquerque 12, Century Rio, Icon Cinemas Albu-
querque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Sta-
dium 16, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

STILL PLAYING

7 Days in Entebbe
Rosamund Pike (Gone Girl) and Daniel Brühl (Inglourious
Basterds) headline this dramatization of the 1976 hijack-
ing of an Air France flight in route from Tel Aviv to Paris
(previously brought to life in the star-studded ’70s TV
movies Victory at Entebbe and Raid on Entebee). Sadly,
the Charles Bronson/Yaphet Kotto version is way more in-

OPENING THIS WEEK

Before We Vanish
Japanese cult filmmaker Kiyoshi Kurosawa (Pulse,
Charisma, Cure, Creepy) offers up his 20th film, an empa-
thetic reinvention of the alien invasion movie. Three aliens
travel to Earth and take possession of human bodies in
order to scout out the location. In the course of their trav-
els, they discover all that being human entails. The result-
ing stories are a mix of humor, heartwarming drama,
modest action and profound parable. 130 minutes. Un-
rated. (Opens Saturday 3/24 at Guild Cinema)

The Cured
A cure for the zombie plague is miraculously discovered in
an undead-ravaged world. Now, a young man formerly af-
flicted by the disease (Sam Keeley, This Must Be the
Place) tries to reintegrate into society. He’s welcomed back
by his understanding sister-in-law (Ellen Page, Juno), but is
society ready to forgive and forget? And can he live with
the horrific acts he committed while infected? A thought-
provoking genre exercise from first-time indie filmmaker
David Freyne. 95 minutes. R. (Opens Monday 3/28 at
Guild Cinema)

The Dark Crystal
Back in 1982, Muppet men Jim Henson and Frank Oz cre-
ated this imaginative fantasy film and populated it with
some of their most memorable puppeteering work. Every-
thing takes place in a dark, ruined world ruled over by the
evil, birdlike Skeksis. Naturally, a young orphan boy holds
the key to stopping the bad guys and saving his planet.
Misunderstood at the time, this scarier, more adult film has
garnered a significant cult following in the years since. 93
minutes. PG. (Opens Sunday 3/25 at Icon Cinemas Albu-
querque)

Festival in the Desert: The Tent Sessions
This documentary is a remarkable time capsule of 2003
Mali, a rare moment of peace when the African nation
came together for a joyous music festival that somehow in-
cluded Robert Plant. The film’s directors, Banning Eyre and
Sean Barlow (who also produce the NPR show “Afropop
Worldwide”) will be on hand to introduce the film and par-
ticipate in a post-film Q&A session. 42 minutes. Unrated.
(Opens Saturday 3/24 at Guild Cinema)

The Great Satan
Media archeologists, found footage filmmakers and keep-
ers of every Jerry Maguire videotape ever manufactured
Everything is Terrible! swing through town with a presenta-
tion of their newest “film.” The Great Satan is a goofball su-
pernatural narrative cobbled together from “over 2,000
satanic panic, religious kook and D-horror VHS tapes.” Sur-
rounding and enhancing the film is a live show from EIT!
featuring “never-before-seen puppets and costumes.” This
mad, mind-bending evening of art, satire and evangelical
ducks is a must-not-miss one-off guaranteed to rip your
skull open. 90 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Friday 3/23 at
Guild Cinema)

Loveless
Reviewed this issue. 127 minutes. R. (Opens Friday 3/13
at High Ridge)

Midnight Sun
This romantic teen drama (based on a Japanese romantic
teen drama of the same name) is basically the encapsula-
tion of all things romantic, teenage and dramatic. Seems
that a lonely, sheltered 17-year-old (ubiquitous
singer/model/actress Bella Thorne) suffers from a rare ge-
netic condition that makes her allergic to the sun. For
some reason she keeps this a secret from the cute stalker
boy (Arnold spawn Patrick Schwarzenegger) she meets
while sneaking out of her house at night to play her guitar.
Get ready for the sads. 91 minutes. PG-13. (Opens Thurs-
day 3/22 at Century 14 Downtown, AMC Albuquerque 12,
Century Rio, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Pre-
miere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium
16 IMAX & RPX)

Needi Naadi Oke Katha
In his too-traditional father’s eyes, Sagar (Sree Vishnu from
S/O Satyamurthy) is a lazy and unmotivated young stu-
dent leading a liberated and carefree life. But Sagar expe-
riences a series of changes when he meets a disciplined,
driven and ambitious girl, who motivates him to become a
responsible person. In Telugu with English subtitles. 121
minutes. Unrated. (Opens Saturday 3/24 at Icon Cinemas
Albuquerque)

Pacific Rim Uprising
It’s been 10 years since the events of the original Pacific
Rim (cinematically speaking). Now it’s up to Jake Pente-
cost (John Boyega from Star Wars: The Last Jedi), son of
hard-nosed hero Stacker Pentecost (Idris Elba, who ate it
in the original), to save the world with his giant robot.
Seems a mysterious (and presumably evil) organization
has reopened the Breach to the giant, city-smashing Kaiju

and has stolen a robot Jaeger of their own. Longtime writer
Stephen S. DeKnight (“Buffy the Vampire Slayer,” “Sparta-
cus: Blood and Sand”) takes over for director Guillermo
del Toro. 111 minutes. PG-13. (Opens Thursday 3/22 at
Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12,
Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock Sta-
dium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Paul, Apostle of Christ
These days “faith-based” filmmakers have a lot more luck
with modern-day religious movies (see for example: last
week’s I Can Only Imagine). But if you’re one of those old-
fashioned Christians who prefer their religious films un-
abashedly Biblical, here’s a straight-up New Testament
costume drama. James Faulkner (“Game of Thrones”) is
the man, the myth, the epistle-writer himself. Jim Caviezel
(Jesus in The Passion of the Christ) is herein demoted to
Luke the Evangelist. 108 minutes. PG-13. (Opens Friday
3/23 at Century Rio, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Ran-
cho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock
Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Ponyo
From My Neighbor Totoro to Princess Mononoke to Spir-
ited Away to Howl’s Moving Castle, the release of a new an-
imated masterpiece from Hayao Miyazaki is cause for
major celebration. This 2009 cartoon fantasy centers on
the adventures of a 5-year-old boy who befriends a gold-
fish princess name Ponyo who dreams of becoming
human. This loose adaptation of Hans Christian Andersen’s
The Little Mermaid is clearly aimed at younger audiences,
but the visuals are a trippy treat for all ages. 101 minutes.
G. (Opens Sunday 3/25 at Century Rio, Cottonwood Sta-
dium 16)

Rajaratha 
This Indian rom-com reteams Nirup Bhandari and Avantika
Shetty (who made their debut in 2015’s mega-successful
RariTaranga). Of course there’s singing and dancing and
wacky comedy and kung fu; it’s Indian. In Kannada with
English subtitles and in Telugu with English subtitles. 145
minutes. Unrated. (Opens Thursday 3/22 at Century 14
Downtown)

Sherlock Gnomes
I know you don’t remember, but there was, in fact, a 2011
film called Gnomeo & Juliet. It was financed by Disney, but
made through Canada’s Starz Animation. It had songs by
Elton John (old ones, but still). Ozzy Osbourne played a ce-
ramic deer. This is the sequel. Johnny Depp provides the
voice for Sherlock Gnomes, a ceramic detective hired to in-
vestigate the mysterious disappearance of a bunch of gar-
den gnomes. Chiwitel Ejiofor is his sidekick, Gnome
Watson. (Huh, guess they ran out of puns.) 86 minutes.
PG. (Opens Friday 3/23 at Century 14 Downtown, AMC Al-
buquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse, Century Rio, Icon Cinemas
Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood
Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Sin Fronteras Film Festival
UNM’s Student Organization for Latin American Studies
(SOLAS) welcomes audiences to its annual collection of
films about Latin America by Latin Americans. Admission,
as always, is free. This year’s lineup includes films from

teresting. 106 minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio, Century 14
Downtown, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema)

Annihilation
Writer-director Alex Garland (Ex Machina, The Beach, 28
Days Later…) adapts the first book of Jeff VanderMeer’s
Southern Reach trilogy. Natalie Portman plays a biologist
who signs up for a secret mission to explore an isolated
chunk of the southern United States where the laws of na-
ture have suddenly started to go all freaky deaky. 115 min-
utes. R. (Century Rio, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock
Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Black Panther
Prince T’Challa (Chadwick Boseman) returns to the high-
tech African nation of Wakanda to ascend its throne in the
wake of his father’s death (as seen in Captain America:
Civil War). But a usurper to the throne (Michael B. Jordan)
and a bad guy with a sonic claw (Andy Serkis) stand in his
way. Good thing our hero’s got a vibranium-powered suit of
armor to fall back on. Ryan Coogler (Fruitvale Station,
Creed) directs this magnificently designed, Shakespearian-
style superhero epic. Reviewed in v27 i8. 134 minutes.
PG-13. (Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix Brew-
house, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere
Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium 16
IMAX & RPX, Century 14 Downtown)

Death Wish
Exploitation director Eli Roth (Cabin Fever, Hostel, The
Green Inferno) replaces Charles Bronson with Bruce Willis
in this slightly less serious remake of 1974’s infamous re-
venge drama Death Wish. Bruce turns vigilante and goes
gunning for some robbers after his family is violently at-
tacked in a home invasion. The script by Joe Carnahan
(The A-Team, Smokin’ Aces, The Grey) tries to update the
story by including lots of criticism of the media—but this
was more timely in crime-ravaged, pre-Taxi Driver, pre-
Guardian Angels, pre-Falling Down, pre-”The Punisher” ’70s
New York City. 107 minutes. R. (Century Rio, AMC Albu-
querque 12, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium
16 IMAX & RPX)

The Disaster Artist
James Franco directs and stars in this biographical com-
edy about Tommy Wiseau, the inscrutable (and question-
ably talented) writer-director behind “the Citizen Kane of
bad movies,” 2003’s ridiculous cult hit The Room. Franco’s
baby bro Dave Franco co-stars as Greg Sestero, the lousy
but determined San Francisco actor who befriends
Wiseau. After a move to Los Angeles in search of fame and
fortune proves fruitless, the two deluded dreamers talk
each other into making their own independent film. Aside
from Franco’s hilariously deadpan imitation of the oddball
Wiseau, the film features a surprisingly affecting depiction
of the allure that Hollywood holds and the lengths some
people will go to achieve it. Reviewed in v26 i49. 103 min-
utes. R. (SUB Theater)

Game Night
Jason Bateman, Rachel McAdams, Jesse Plemons,
Michael C. Hall, Chelsea Peretti and Kyle Chandler star in
this fast and funny action comedy (from the makers of
Horrible Bosses) about a group of friends who meet regu-
larly for an adult game night. One evening the host decides
to up the excitement with a murder mystery party. Unfortu-

Pacific Rim Uprising
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rock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

The Shape of Water
Mexican horror auteur Guillermo del Toro (Cronos, The
Devil’s Backbone, Hellboy, Pan’s Labyrinth) co-writes and
directs this loving update of postwar monster movies. Sally
Hawkins (Happy-Go-Lucky) stars as a mute cleaning
woman working in a top-secret government lab, circa
1962. There, she meets a similarly voiceless amphibian
man (played by famed man-in-a-rubber-suit actor Doug
Jones). She befriends him, tries to free him and eventually
falls in love with him. This adult-oriented, mid-century mod-
ern fairy tale about love and xenophobia is gorgeous,
timely and filled with humid sexuality. Reviewed in v26 i51.
123 minutes. R. (Century 14 Downtown)

The Strangers: Prey at Night
Bryan Bertino’s atmospheric 2008 slasher gets a belated
“sequel.” Really, it’s just a repeat of the previous film’s mini-
malist plot. Christina Hendricks and Martin Henderson re-
place Liv Tyler and Scott Speedman as the random couple
staying in a secluded rural home who are stalked, tortured
and killed by a trio of creepy, masked intruders. 85 min-
utes. R. (Century Rio, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Ran-
cho Premiere Cinema, Century 14 Downtown, AMC
Albuquerque 12, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock Sta-
dium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Tomb Raider
The popular video game character last embodied by An-
gelina Jolie gets a reboot in this “prequel” starring Alicia
Vikander (Ex Machina, The Danish Girl). Here, the young
Lara Croft goes looking for her fortune-hunting father after
he disappears on a mysterious, trap-filled island. Vikander
is a talented actress, and the action is far more grounded
in this version—but is that what we really want out of a
Tomb Raidermovie? 118 minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio,
AMC Albuquerque 12, Century 14 Downtown, Flix Brew-
house, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere
Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium 16
IMAX & RPX)

A Wrinkle in Time
Madeleine L’Engle’s beloved junior sci-fi novel gets
adapted by the fine folks at Disney and director Ava DuVer-
nay (Selma). Newcomer Storm Reid stars as Meg, a stub-
born 13-year-old whose astrophysicist father (Chris Pine)
is sucked into a kind of “tesseract” and disappears some-
where into the vast cosmos. With the help of her brainy
brother, a new schoolmate and a trio of wise supernatural

beings (played by Oprah Winfrey, Reese Witherspoon and
Mindy Kaling), our underage heroine embarks on a trippy
quest through time and space. It certainly looks shiny, with
plenty of glitter and sequins, but the story comes across
as pedantic and preachy when it should be filled with awe
and wonder. 109 minutes. PG. (Century Rio, Flix Brew-
house, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere
Cinema, Century 14 Downtown, AMC Albuquerque 12,
Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX &
RPX)

SECOND RUN

12 Strong
A team of Special Forces solders (Chris Hemsworth,
Michael Shannon and Michael Peña among them) are
sent into Afghanistan in the wake of 9/11. Their mission:
team up with an Afghani warlord and take down a Taliban
stronghold—in less than three weeks. Reviewed in v27 i3.
130 minutes. R. (Movies 8, Movies West)

The 15:17 to Paris
This dramatic thriller, directed by Clint Eastwood, is based
on the true story of three American soldiers who tackled a
gun-wielding terrorist on board a train in France. Curiously,
Eastwood chose to cast Spencer Stone, Anthony Sadler
and Alek Skarlatos, the actual soldiers who did the tack-
ling, in the main roles. 94 minutes. PG-13. (Movies 8,
Movies West)

Coco 
Pixar turns to Mexican culture and Day of the Dead for this
musical (and surprisingly emotional) animated feature
about an aspiring young musician who confronts his fam-
ily’s ancestral ban on music by entering the Land of the
Dead to work out the mystery. PG. (Movies 8, Movies West)

Ferdinand
John Cena, Kate McKinnon, Bobby Cannavale, Gina Ro-
driquez and Peyton Manning provide the voices for this CGI
toon about a kindhearted, flower-sniffing bull, who is mis-
taken for a dangerous beast and taken from his idyllic
home. 106 minutes. PG. (Movies 8, Movies West)

Fifty Shades Freed
Cartoonishly naïve college journalist Anastasia (Dakota
Johnson) and riding-crop-addicted businessman Christian
(Jamie Dornan) are back for more romance and spanking
and helicopters. This time around, there’s a wedding,
which—in and of itself—is another form of suburban
mommy porn. Enjoy. 105 minutes. R. (Movies 8, Movies
West)

Hostiles
In 1892—as the American West and the “Indian Wars” are
dying off—a legendary Army captain (Christian Bale)
agrees to escort a Cheyenne chief (Wes Studi) and his
family through dangerous territory in this mournful, hard-
hitting historical Western from writer-director Scott Cooper
(Crazy Heart). 134 minutes. R. (Movies 8, Movies West)

Maze Runner: The Death Cure
The YA-literature-based Maze Runner films come to an end
with Thomas (Dylan O’Brien) and his pals (all of whom are
immune to the “Flare Virus” wiping out mankind) fighting
their way through the zombie-filled wasteland to the mythi-
cal “Last City.” 142 minutes. PG-13. (Movies 8, Movies
West)

Pitch Perfect 3
Anna Kendrick, Hailee Steinfeld, Brittany Snow and Rebel
Wilson return as the now-former members of a college a
cappella chorus who reunite to go on a USO tour (which is
also a competition, because everything has to be a singing
competition these days). 93 minutes. PG-13. (Movies
West)

Samson
The makers of God’s Not Dead, God’s Not Dead 2 and the
upcoming God’s Not Dead: A Light in the Darkness retell
the story of the beefy Hebrew (Taylor James, who played
“Atlantean Military Messenger (Uncredited)” in Justice
League) who knocked down some columns and got a hair
cut. 110 minutes. PG-13. (Movies 8, Movies West)

Star Wars: The Last Jedi
Now that the hidebound setup of The Force Awakens is out
of the way, “Force sensitive” young warrior Rey (Daisy Rid-
ley) has hunted down Luke Skywalker (Mark Hamill) and is
looking for a little training. But is the now-cynical Jedi will-
ing to accept a disciple? This epic, unexpected outing
heads in directions few fans saw coming—leaving some to
grouse and others to rejoice. 152 minutes. PG-13. (Movies
8)

Winchester
Helen Mirren stars in this horror cheapy as Sarah Winches-
ter, the eccentric firearm heiress who built the bizarre “Win-
chester Mystery House,” believing she was haunted by the
spirits of all those killed by the legendary Winchester re-
peating rifle 99 minutes. PG-13. (Movies 8, Movies West)

nately things turn unexpectedly real and the host is kid-
napped, leaving his guests to figure out what the heck is
going on. 100 minutes. R. (Century Rio, Flix Brewhouse,
Century 14 Downtown, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock
Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Gringo
A näive African immigrant finds himself exploited at every
turn in the world of American business. Hoping to even out
the scales, he fakes a kidnapping in Mexico and tries to
soak his pharmaceutical employers for some big ransom
money. But, this being a black comedy, everything that can
go wrong does go wrong. Joel Edgerton, Charlize Theron,
Thandie Newton, Amanda Seyfried and Sharlto Copley
round out the stellar cast of this action-packed romp. 110
minutes. R. (Century Rio)

The Hurricane Heist
From the director of the original The Fast and the Furious
(not to mention Rammstein’s “Feuer Frei!” video) comes
this preposterous action drama in which a bunch of high-
tech hackers try to rob the US Treasury in the middle of a
hurricane. With the storm hitting Category 5, only a
stranded meteorologist (Toby Kebbell, Kong: Skull Island),
his ex-Marine brother (Ryan Kwanten from “True Blood”), a
sexy Treasury agent (Taken’s Maggie Grace) and a whole
bunch of explosions can stop them. 100 minutes. PG-13.
(Century Rio)

I Can Only Imagine
This drama relates the “inspiring and unknown true story”
behind the beloved, chart-topping song that I’ve totally
never heard of. If you’re a big listener of Christian rock
radio, maybe you have. The “unknown” story behind the
1999 song is that it was written by the band MercyMe’s
lead vocalist, Bart Millard, after his father died. First time
actor J. Michael Finley stars as Bart. Dennis Quaid stars as
his dad. Who dies. The film is directed by Andrew and Jon
Erwin, who gave us previous Jesus-based flicks October
Baby, Woodlawn and Moms’ Night Out. 110 minutes. PG.
(Century Rio, Century 14 Downtown, Rio Rancho Premiere
Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium 16
IMAX & RPX, AMC Albuquerque 12, Icon Cinemas Albu-
querque)

Jumanji: Welcome to the Jungle
Only grown-up hipster nerds play board games now, so this
belated sequel to 1995’s Jumanji finds a bunch of teens
discovering an ancient, mystical video game version of Ju-
manji. Naturally, they try it out and get transported inside
the game itself. The joke this time around is that they end
up in the “bodies” of some stereotypical video game
avatars (played by Dwayne Johnson, Kevin Hart, Jack Black
and Karen Gillan) and must use their three allotted lives to
escape. 119 minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio, AMC Albu-
querque 12, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium
16 IMAX & RPX, UNM Midweek Movies)

Love, Simon
A teenager (Nick Robinson from Jurassic World) keeps the
fact that he’s gay a secret from his family and his friends—
at least until a classmate threatens to “out” him. This is the
first studio-made, teen-targeted romantic comedy with a
gay protagonist, and that makes it groundbreaking on
many levels. But it’s hard to tell if this film’s cliché, Nick-
elodeon Channel approach to the subject matter (courtesy
of big-time TV producer Greg Berlanti) is an example of
long overdue mainstream acceptance or proof of Holly-
wood’s generic attitude toward teen movies. 109 minutes.
PG-13. (Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Century 14
Downtown, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio
Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Win-
rock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Peter Rabbit
If there’s one thing Beatrix Potter’s beloved children’s
books are known for it’s nonstop, Home Alone-style slap-
stick violence. Or at least that’s what the makers of this
live-action/CGI adaptation seem to think. Peter Rabbit is
now an edgy, bad-boy bunny (voiced by James Corden)
who must battle Farmer McGregor’s young nephew (Domh-
nall Gleeson) after his age-old nemesis drops dead from a
heart attack. (No, really.) Hijinks, of course, ensue.
Paddington 2 is much better. 93 minutes. PG. (Century
Rio, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, AMC Albuquerque 12,
Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX &
RPX)

Red Sparrow
Comic book readers may recognize this as a Xerox copy of
the Black Widow’s origin story. Seems a Russian ballet
dancer (Jennifer Lawrence, who should certainly not be af-
fecting a Russian accent) is recruited into a secret “school”
where she’s trained to use her body as a weapon and
forced to work as an international assassin. Joel Edgerton
(Warrior) and Matthias Schoenaerts (The Danish Girl)
costar. There’s plenty of sex and espionage, but much of it
feels alternately trashy and old-fashioned. 139 minutes. R.
(Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, Flix Brewhouse, Rio
Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Win-

Theater Contact Info:

AMC ALBUQUERQUE 12
3810 Las Estancias Way SW • 544-2360

CENTURY 14 DOWNTOWN
100 Central SW • 243-9555

CENTURY RIO
I-25 & Jefferson • 343-9000

COTTONWOOD STADIUM 16
Cottonwood Mall • (844) 462-7342 ext. #607

FLIX BREWHOUSE
3236 La Orilla NW • 445-8500

GUILD CINEMA

3405 Central NE • 255-1848

HIGH RIDGE
12910 Indian School NE • (844) 462-7342 ext. #605

ICON CINEMAS ALBUQUERQUE
13120-A Central Ave. SE • 814-7469

MOVIES 8
4591 San Mateo NE • 888-4773

MOVIES WEST
9201 Coors NW • 898-4664

RIO RANCHO PREMIERE CINEMA
1000 Premiere Parkway • 994-3300

SUB THEATER
UNM (Student Union Building Room 1003) • 277-5608

WINROCK STADIUM 16 IMAX & RPX
2100 Louisiana Blvd. NE • (844) 462-7342 ext. #4058
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Around
town

BY AUGUST MARCH

A
round Town is the category the music

department at Weekly Alibi hopes you all

use to define what sort of social situation

define our great and grand music community.

There’s gotta be a Best Party Band category

because we know you like to party. Lot’s of

humans get married and want to have a band

play in a celebratory fashion afterwards, it’s

only natural. And of course we all gotta die

sometime and hope a really cool music

experience awaits the solemn ritual that sees

us off and gives our mates reason to carry on.

Here, readers will also find a difinitive, reader-sourced guide

about other socially functional aspects of music in El Burque.

Best PARty BAnd

Tylor Brandon Band

Since they are considered to be the best band of all time—per

Alibi readers in this year’s polling—then it follows that the Tylor

Brandon Band would also be the best party band in

Albuquerque. You want the best at your fraternity kegger, indie

house show, masked orgy or similar social function, amirite?
2) The Despots

3) Prism Bitch

Best Wedding BAnd

Coach Gun

Coach Gun is a cover band in the tradition of cover bands in

Albuquerque—you know like the type Joe Buffalino loved to

book at places like Alfalfa’s and Friar’s Pub back in the late ‘70s

before real punk rock kicked that stuff back to the periphery. JK.

Well, sorta. Coach Gun jams all genres and features two folks

who’ve won elsewhere in our illustrious poll for 2017: Eddie

Brewer plays the piano for the group and Karra Booher plays the

drums. Book them now for your wedding!
2) ¡Revíva!

3) Moonshine Blind

Best FuneRAl BAnd

The Despots

Among the many awards won this year by new comer warriors,

The Despots, is one in the category of Best Funeral Band. It’s

doesn’t have to be sad and somber, sabes? I mean a hot yoga

insructor that also plays the piano and gets shirtless for his

rockabilly band certainly sounds like it might help loved ones

grieve in a respectable manner, que no?
2) Sorry Guero

3) Jademasque

Best KARAoKe singeR

Miss MozzyDee

Born and raised in El Paso, Texas, Miss MozzyDee is a young

Latina looking to make it in the pinup model industry. Her

focuses are vintage retro and rockabilly-inspired photo shoots

with a modern twist. She also throws a mean karaoke, we’re told

and since reader’s don’t ever lie, we suggest you catch her act

soon.
2) Lauren Poole

3) TIE: Ryan McGarvey and Justin Comyford

Best Venue

Launchpad

Joe Anderson is one of the people responsible for creating,

nuturing and maintaining the rocanrol circus that is

Albuquerque, N.M. His main venue, the Launchpad, has been

running for nigh on 20 years and in that time has hosted some of

the sickest acts of all time. Bands from Stereolab to the Melvins

to Pouya and Built to Spill play at the Launchpad, carnales! If

you like rocanrol, then let Launchpad send you into space with

one of their legendary and loud shows.
2) Sister Bar

3) Burt’s Tiki Lounge

Best RecoRding studio

Third Eye Studios

If you wanna record a killer record, our readers will most

certainly direct you to Third Eye Studios, a palace of gear and

great sound if ever there was one. Located in beautiful Tijeras

canyon east of Albuquerque this award-winning studio features a

Soundcraft Delta 8 console, Telefunken and Sennheiser mics

and an awesome selection of backline to boot. They’ve recorded

local acts like Prey for Brain, Marsupious and Le Chat

Lunatique.
2) TIE: Empty House Studio and Elephonic Recording
Studios

Best Music stoRe

Charley’s 33’s and CDs

Charley’s 33’s and CDs is still one of the best music stores in

town. They are also one of the few record stores located in the

Burks—their right in the middle of the Heights location makes

this collection of vinyl and optical discs especially easy to access

for music lovers of all sorts. Though we have, in the dim past,

made serious fun of this singular retail outlet, mostly due to their

disdain of now elderly skateboarders, we fully acknowledge how

important they are to the life and growth of the Albuquerque

music community. You just can’t buy the stuff they have there

Best of Burque
Music 2018

Don’t cry, don’t be
late, remember to
vote: it’s a lark!

BY AUGUST MARCH

“T
he Dutchess of Kircaldy always smiling/ And arriving late
for tea/ The Duke was having problems/ With a message
at the local Bird and Bee/ Cry baby cry/ Make your

mother sigh/ She’s old enough to know better/ So cry baby cry/
At twelve o’clock a meeting ’round the table/ For a seance in the
dark/ With voices out of nowhere/ Put on specially by the
children for a lark.”—A song called “Cry Baby Cry,” from the
fourth side of a platter called “white,” but really entitled The
Beatles.
This year’s Best of Burque Music reader’s poll featured a new

system, hosted by the pollsters at Second Street. For readers,
listeners and participants, the process was simplified but more
enriching. Photos or comments concerning each contending
artist and ensemble made identification and affirmation easier.
Contrariwise, the same system came with some issues. The

voting structure allowed one group of musicians to take
advantage, giving them, their inter-related projects and cohorts a
definite advantage over those organizations who didn’t have a
solid ground game. 
That’s totally cool though because that dominance seen in the

results documents the evolution of the scene away from known
players into new units whose ranks and audiences continue to
grow. Still I can’t help but believe that such was a matter of
motivation as well. If you want something that bad, then you can
clearly make it happen by force of will. That is, this poll reflects
the portion of the population that voted—while whole swaths of
the community went or remained dark for reasons that escape me
and escape reason.
That isn’t equivocation with a hint of sour grapes. It’s just how

things shook out this year and Weekly Alibi salutes the brave souls
who made it to the final round of voting; a double-salute with
devil horns goes to those who went one step beyond and gained a
number one ranking.
As you take time to sample the work offered Downtown at our

Best of Burque Music Showcase on Saturday, March 24, recall
the vitality and diversity of culture here in Burque that made
such possible. If you still don’t like the results after some studied
listening, then I’ll give you the same general advice I do about
not liking any election outcomes. Here is my advice: Vote! a

Tylor Brandon Band MATT TIMMONS
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anywhere else in town and we like that; our

readers love it, too.
2) Astro-Zombies

3) Nob Hill Music

Best instruMent store

Music Go Round

Music Go Round has everything for musicians

from student to studio pro. New gear, used gear,

accessories, sheet music, pro-sound equipment,

backline … the list is as endless as the

possibilities. We also think that Marty

Crandall, one of the for realz members of a

band once called The Shins works there,

selling guitars and jamming out with locals like

the legend that he really is.
2) Baum’s Music

3) Valley Pawn

Best recording
engineer/Producer

Matthew Tobias

Empty House Studio is a business project run

by musical mastermind Matthew Tobias. Tobias

is a drummer who originally opened his studio

in Omaha, Neb., before relocating to Burque in

2013. Tobias is one of the hardest working

drummers in town, having his sound

reproduced on over 100 albums. As a much-

sought after engineer Tobias commands a sonic

laboratory that’s produced records by estimable

local folks like Rock Jong Il, Cactus Tractor,

Votive and Russell Pyle.

Best radio station for
LocaL Music

KUNM 89.9

Does any other radio station in town devote

itself to playing, documenting and archiving

the local sound, the music that is made in

Albuquerque for the whole world to hear? The

answer to that simple question is no. KUNM

has long been the source of local musical

fermentation, from the days of Dwight Loop

and his experiments in electronica to Peter

Mezensky’s Music to Sooth the Savage Beast

and the always potent, always hyper-local Ear

To The Ground.
2) 104.1 The Edge

3) KANW 89.1

Best LaBeL

Orange Whip Records

Local punk rock record label Orange Whip

Records has some serious cred in the

community and with Weekly Alibi readers. This

is the second year they’ve been voted best local

record label. And with artists like Rock Jong Il,

Russian Girlfriends, The Talking Hours,

Redbush and We Were Stereo under their belt,

this label pretty much has the market cornered

on local coolness.
2) Maple St. Records

3) Sicksicksick

Best Music teacher

Emily Anslover

An award winning instrumentalist who also

won in this year’s Best String Player Category,

Emily Anslover can probably teach anyone to

play the fiddle. Emily studied at the University

of New Mexico, graduated from Eldorado High

School and is a respected member of the music

community here and statewide. That’s what a

fiddle and great mind can do together, folks.
2) Jay Forsythe

3) Douglas Cardwell a

SUPERHEROES WANTEDSUPERHEROES WANTED

Earn as much as $365 this month & $120 this week!
Donate life saving plasma. 

You have the power to save lives!
Schedule an appointment at biotestplasma.com

We guarantee the best donor 
fees in our marketing area!

BRING IN THIS COUPON 

FOR AN EXTRA 

$10 BONUS!

036WA

New donors only. Not valid in conjunction 
with any other referral fees or bonuses.

Open 7 days a week! 
Biotest Plasma Center

(505) 424-6250

Organic Plant Based Cuisine
Come enjoy the vibe at Vibrance
Everything is gluten-free and organic

Thursday 11:00am-1:00pm

Friday, Saturday 11am - 9pm

Sunday 11am-3pm

In the Nob Hill area on the SW corner of Silver Ave. on Jefferson

New Green Juice and Smoothie Bar

4500 Silver Ave. SE 

COURTESY OF THE ARTISTEmily Anslover
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Best of the
Best

BY AUGUST MARCH

A
nybody who spends time checking out the local music

scene knows that the town has always featured the best of

the best—players and bands in this town are known for

their prowess and musicality, even far from our town’s

ostensible borders. From legendary personalities like Al

Hurricane and Gordy Andersen to bands like Strawberry Zots,

The Drags and The Ant Farmers, Burque’s been great at

birthing and nourishing the greats. This year our readers

contributed to that historical conversation, naming the names

that shape our musical experience, forming the future as they

continue to look out for outstanding artists and performances.

Best Band of all tiMe

Tylor Brandon Band

Tylor Brandon and his band are busy building a brand. Their

back-to-classics approach to the sawhorse known as country-

Western music, inflected with incisive playing and a natural

flair that comes from knowing the genre head-to-tail has been

turning heads here in Duke City, N.M. Brandon’s resonant

voice and acoustic guitar-handling, combined with the

saturated strings of players like Joshua Lee (lead guitar and

mandolin), Emily Anslover (Fiddle) and a rhythm section

comprised of bassist Jeff Wilson and drummer Kyle Matthews

got the whole dang band voted best of all time this time

around.
2) The Despots

3) Moonshine Blind

Best Band of 2017

The Despots

In a year of Despots, The Despots are king. Featuring a

sometimes shirtless (hubba-hubba) Eddie Brewer on vocals and

piano, Danny Pohl on lead guitar, Zachary Luten on rhythm

guitar and a rhythm section that features Armando Valenzuela

on stand up bass (what did you expect, it’s rockabilly, viejos!)

and Mark Manspeaker on sticks, The Despots are part of the

latest, greatest generation of kustom kulture kids to take up the

work of rockin’ dudes like Gene Vincent and Brian Setzer. Alibi

readers said they were the best band they came across in 2017.
2)Tylor Brandon Band

3) The Riddims

Best Musician of 2017

Eddie Brewer

Brewer’s a long-time, many-project member of the local music

scene. His former engagements as a lounge singer not

withstanding, the fella sure can rock. His new band, The

Despots, took top honors this year at Alibi music headquarters

and it’s no wonder why. Even when he doesn’t take his shirt off

at gigs, his power and scope as a musician is evident. Brewer

can tinkle out tunes as well as he can deliver blistering

rocanrol. That’s no mean feat in this town and it earned him

the top slot in the Best Musician category, too.
2) Emily Anslover

3) Kyle Martin

Best PerforMance of 2017

The Despots

If you’ve been lucky enough to see The Depots in concert, you

know what I mean when I say they gave the best live

performance this past year. Check out this winner of multiple

BOBM categories when they blast into space at Moonlight

Lounge at our annual celebratory fest. Rave on, dudes, rave on.
2) Moonshine Blind

3) Kyle Martin

Best stage Presence/live act

The Despots

Here they are again for your consideration, Alibi readers. The

Despots are all over the charts this time and now they have the

honor of also being voted as number one in the area of Best

Stage Presence. No doubt it has to do with the shirt thing. …

Um, I mean the keyboard thing. Nix that, I mean the whole

band rocks, period.
2) Tylor Brandon Band

3) Kyle Martin

Best Band We Wish Was still together

Leeches of Lore

Every damn rocker in Albuquerque wishes to hell and back that

the Leeches of Lore was still together. But we get it. They’re the

stuff of legend, after all. And reports indicate that Leeches

mastermind Steve Hammond is quite happy in his new life as a

Midwestern rock god. His new project, Ice Queen is the shit,

you know. As for the rest of this hearty crew of killer musicians

and really cool human beings (Andy Lutz, Noah Wolters and

Kris Kerby): They’re still out there waiting to tear through the

scene again, plotting, furiously and famously. Just give ’em a

chance to survey their lofty realm, why don’t ya?
2) Icky and the Yuks

3) Beard

Band Most deserving of a Major
record deal

Moonshine Blind

Moonshine Blind oughta get a record deal. Their dead-on,

serious but subtly syncopated take on deriviatives of American

hillbilly music is both wondrous and frightening, just like the

first time you got drunk on hard liquor. With the likes of Dylan

O’Connor, Jay Bernstein, Dustin Brown, Skyler Loving and

Greg Dupy at the helm and steering, listeners will be treated to

tunes both baleful and bouncy, profound and profane. Come on

SubPop A and R dudes, I know you’re reading this!
2) Delphia

3) Ashes of Jupiter a

COURTESY OF LORCHESTRAL RECORDINGSCOURTESY OF REVERB NATIONThe Despots Leeches of Lore
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Best
Recording

BY AUGUST MARCH

W
hen it comes down to it, making records

forms the core efforts of many an artist or

ensemble engaged in the music business.

Live shows rock, but their intrinsically

emphemal nature makes documentation the

ultimate source for audience reaction. Debut

albums are always a big deal; if a band gets

around to a sophomore effort, it’s likely because

the first one stirred up so much dust around

Dirt City that those at the helm had no choice

but to keep on pleasing the packs of people

that dig music and can’t wait to press the play

button again and again, while their favorite

sounds spin round and round forever in their

heads, if not their playback devices.

Best AlBum

RoadKillby Moonshine Blind

If you haven’t heard RoadKill by Moonshine

Blind, now is your chance. Featuring tuneage

that ranges from insta-classics like the

deliciously derivative “Melon Mountain

Breakdown” to the plaintive, sometimes playful

“Fuck You Die,” this here is the album Alibi

readers could not do without, whiskey or no

whiskey, heartache be damned.
2) Goldenby The Talking Hours

3) Perchance to Dreamby James
Whiton

Best single

“Fuck You Die” by Moonshine Blind

It follows then, that the best single of the year,

as determined by our dedicated and musically

inclined reader base is the first single from the

very album mentioned above. This track has it

all: anticipatory beat-counting at the

beginning, roaring harmonica, Southern-style

banjo strumming and a chorus that prays for

instant death but will settle for some peace and

quiet with the occassional cricket buzzing along

in the backgound.
2) “These Vibes” by The Riddims

3) “Let You Go” by Delphia a

KUNM 89.9 FM
kunm.org

award-winning reporting

RADIOMuch more than

           

COURTESY OF THE ARTIST

COURTESY OF THE ARTIST

Moonshine Blind

Icky and the Yuks
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Individual
Performers

BY AUGUST MARCH

M
usicians are a funny lot. As children many gravitate toward
an instrument or technique that they find both challenging
and familiar. By the time adulthood approaches—

mysteriously yet much anticipated—many young instrumentalists,
singers and composers have found their individual voice through
the interactions they have with the physicality of the musical
process. Whether ripping out massive riffs on the guitar, writing
epic symphonies or vocalizing all angelic—or demonic depending
on the circumstances—this town has a profoundly rich
community in tune with that thing called chops. Here’s a list of
folks our readers say hold the key to that interactive process.

Best sOngwrIter

Kyle Martin

Alibi readers chose Kyle Martin as the best songwriter in these here
parts of the high desert. With a brand of music the artist calls
“Westrock,” this rocanrol cowboy came straight outta the south
central part of the state, heavily influenced by things on the Tejas
side of the border but still inspired by the sounds and culture of
Nuevo Mexico. He’s got killer tuneage, as is evidenced by his entire
new album, Broke Down. A guitarist after my own heart, Martin
digs Van Halen and ZZ Top; things that’ll get him on many a top
pick list—including mine.
2) Eddie Brewer

3) Delphia

Best cOmPOser

Dylan O’Connor

Dylan O’Connor is one of the big, if drunken, brains behind
Moonshine Blind a band who everyone wishes a major record deal
for and which, consequently, also won in the categories of Best
Album and Best Single. He’s the fellow who penned “Fuck You
Die” a rollicking, hellbent hillbilly tune that will no doubt go
down in history with other legendary Burque-birthed
compositions lke “Crashing Airplane” by the Ant Farmers or “I
Like to Die” by the Drags.
2) Billy Bellmont

3) David McGuire

Best guItarIst

Danny Pohl

Danny Pohl is the lead guitarist for The Despots, a multi-tentacled
rocanrol beastie that dominated this year’s Best of Burque Music
voting. His style, somewhere between drawling rockabilly and
arpeggiated hair-rock sent audiences into a frenzy this past year
and now here he is, with the rest of his mates, killing it at home
with a fancy axe in hand.
2) Ryan McGarvey

3) Myles Chavez

Best BassIst

James Whiton

James Whiton is perhaps one of the most accomplished musicians
in Albuquerque. Besides that, the dude can rock like nobody’s
business. He was part of the legendary Apricot Jam back in the
’90s; he was also part of an essentially exquisite blues-rock trio

with for realz axe master Eric McFadden
back in the aughts. When Whiton
returned to Burque a few years ago, it
wasn’t to retreat, but rather to conquer.
Rock on, brother.
2) Steve Wild

3) Dawn Tarpley

Best
Drummer/PercussIOnIst

Karra Booher

The drummer for local cover band Coach
Gun and a full-fledged member of a
musical outfit mysteriously known as
Rhythm Mercenaries won this year’s prize
for best drummer/percussionist.
Additionally Booher played with Lincoln
County War and not surprisingly, The
Despots and the band that came before
them, Eddie Brewer and the Manic
Episodes.
2) Kris Kerby

3) Billy Lorne

Best PIanO/KeyBOarDIst

Eddie Brewer

The highly convoluted gray matter of several local musical
endeavors, Eddie Brewer is a hot yoga insructor who previously
fronted Eddie Brewer and the Manic Episodes and now is the
shirtless rocker upfront in local multi-award-winning pychobilly
concern The Despots. This multi-instrumentalist man about town
also tickles the ivories with prize-winning aplomb, according to
our noble readership.
2) Tony Orant

3) Pete Gabaldon

Best strIng Player

Emily Anslover

Emily Anslover is everywhere. Here awesome fiddle playing graces
outfits like the Silver String Band. Anslover was named the New
Mexico state fiddle champion when she was a senior at Eldorado
High School in 2011 and since then has been making a name for
herself. That name coincides with excellence and musicality that
reaches far beyond her years. Congratulations, Ms. Anslover,
Burque’s own sweetheart of the rodeo.
2) Greg Dupy

3) James Whiton

Best sax Player

Josh Coleman

A true transplant—in as much as he plans on staying in Duke
City, N.M.—Rapid City, S.D., native and Albuquerque resident
Joshua Edward Coleman is a 23-year-old jazz recording artist who
is busy completing his bachelor’s degree at UNM while continuing
to perfect a talent that has been described by Smooth Jazz Magazine
as having “grace, spontaneity, creativity and total command of his
instrument.” 
2) Carli Marshall

3) Delmone Taylor

Best trumPet Player

Paul Gonzales

Gonzales is a trumpet player by trade. He’s a rock-solid member of
the local scene, from his teenage placement as the first chair
trumpet player in the All-State Symphonic Band through his
founding of premiere Burque cool jazz ensemble Tetragon in the

’90s to his current associations with Son Como Son and Straight
Up, a post-bop, straight with no chaser ensemble led by Santa Fe
percussionist John Trentacosta. Gonzales is another damn busy
session and side man here in Burque who also jams with Latin jazz
group Tradiciones and Spanish popsters Sparx. And get this: While
doing all that, dude used to be an Albuquerque firefighter, tambien.
Not bad for someone who’s also a music professor and jazz DJ.
2) Bobby Shew

3) John Marchiando

Best Other InstrumentalIst

Skyler Loving

The harmonica player for Moonshine Blind, a much lauded outfit
in this year’s iteration of Best of Burque Music, Loving handles an
instrument that few would dare. I mean look what happened when
Bob Dylan gave it a spin. Just saying. Skyler’s idiosyncratic,
intuitive playing lends itself to chaos and order, which makes his
sound a perfect compliment for the rowdy and raucous bands he
associates with.
2) Dave Devlin

3) Emily Anslover

Best Female VOcalIst

Delphia

For a while it seemed like torchy, totally terrific vocalist Delphia
was focused on conquering Santa Fe. Then she landed in
Albuquerque (with an interview in these very pages) and a new
chapter in her career truly began. Audiences around Albuquerque
loved what they heard; now the artist is someone to be reckoned
with, here in the city, in the state and probably soon in the whole
dang nation too. Delphia’s got chops to bust just about everyone in
El Duque; go check her out before she flies off to El Lay or Seattle.
Please.
2) Margarita Wild

3) Lilah Rose

Best male VOcalIst

Tylor Brandon

Tylor Brandon’s band, the Tylor Brandon Band was voted as the
Best Band of All Time by voters in this year’s Best of Burque Music
reader’s poll. Using a combination of silky-smooth utterances and
smoky shout-outs to country life, Brandon can easily convince
listeners that the only type of music in the world can also be called
countrypolitan, but it ain’t got nothing to do with rocanrol.
2) Adam Liston

3) Dylan O’Connor a

COURTESY OF THE ARTISTJames Whiton
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Best Metal Band

Suspended

Here’s a category that no way could The Despots
or Eddie Brewer win. You just can’t bang your
head to that sorta stuff, sabes? But you can totally
imagine a headbanger’s ball, hair and all, when
thinking about or listening to this category’s
winner: Suspended! This ensemble (Amanda
Castillo on guitar, Jessica Armstrong playing bass
and Channing Concho handling the drums)
thrashes hard enough to kill the average mortal,
so take heed, listeners, before you melt your brain
with metal epics like “When the Smoke Clears”
and “Beast Within.” You’ve been warned, puny
humans.
2) Ashes of Jupiter

3) Sorry Guero

Best PoP Band

Red Light Cameras

Consistently voted by Alibi readers as one of the
premier rocanrol outfits in this town, 2018 sees
the inimitable Red Light Cameras capturing not
photos of absconding traffic scofflaws but the
award for Best Pop Band. Danceable, listenable,
filled with passion and superb players, these
cameras—comprised of vocalist Amanda
Machon, guitarist Chris Walsh, bassist Barney
Lopez and drummer Je Bolt—continue to make
strides and fans as they rock out all over this
dusty, pop-obsessed town.
2) ALCHEMIE

3) Prism Bitch

Best Jazz Band

La Chat Lunatique

These guys make hot, dirty jazz, y’all. In case you
don’t know what I mean and you still haven’t
heard this ubiquitious ensemble snake their way
through sultry sets that set the standard for

Listen to Kyle Martin’s new

album Broke Down.  

ensembles and
artists

BY AUGUST MARCH

A
h, the joys of division! With so many genres,
categories and forms of music available to
local listeners, it naturally follows that a burg

the size of Albuquerque is bound to have a sound
that at least someone, if not everyone likes. What
follows are 20 categories comprising our reader’s
thoughts, voices and votes on the top artists and
ensembles, divided into helpfully descriptive
genres. Though these days, many of those
involved drift and careen and veer towards a
plethora of different influences and genres it’s still
fun to break things up in a convenient format
that not only shows unity of purpose but diversity
of execution.

Best Rock Band

The Despots

The Despots, The Despots, The Despots. Primo,
these dudes are awful popular! And powerful, too.
An active fan base combined with our super high
technology Alibi voting system resulted in what
would have been unthinkable merely a year ago.
Now The Depots rule the roost and the proof is
in the voting. Where’s Vladimir Putin when you
need him; he doesn’t wear a shirt sometimes
either, but I’m pretty sure he’s not looking over
our tallies like he did say, in Pennsylvania or
Wisconsin. Rock on Despots, rock on.
2) Moonshine Blind

3) Sweet Nothin

Best Punk Band

The Despots

The Despots are also adjudged to be the Best
Punk Rock Band in Albuquerque. Who knew?
2) Constant Harmony

3) Cobra vs. Mongoose

COURTESY OF THE ARTISTSuspended
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shaking it out in El Burque, then grab your hat, hold on to your
shoes and go check out one of their innumerable gigs about town.
With references to Django and Stephane Grapelli abounding in a
body of work that prowls and parades around passionately, members
Jared Putnam, Muni Kulasinghe, John Sandlin and Fernando
Garavito are this year’s choice for Best Jazz Band. 
2) Entourage Jazz

3) Hillary Smith and ChillHouse

Best lAtin BAnD

Baracutanga

They are a septet, an ensemble that features members from all over
this big blue marble. Coming from countries like Bolivia, Ecuador
and Peru and proceeding to melt themselves into the musical
community of the Southwestern US—particularly Albuquerque—
has been no problem for the group comprised of Norte Americanos
including percussionists Nicolas Baker, Paul Gonzales (who also
plays trumpet); trombonist Micah Hood and guitarist Randy
Sanchez. Ecuadoran bassist and vocalist Carlos Noboa (known to
shake a timbali now and then); Bolivian multi-instrumentalist
Kilko Paz and Jackie Zamora (from Perú) on vocals add a worldly
flair to things with songs like “Sangra Pachamama” and “Rumba de
Burque.” 
2) ¡Revíva!

3) Concepto Tambor

Best reggAe/skA BAnD/Artist

SharkSuit

If you wear a sharksuit and come to my door I will reel your ass in
and have you for dinner. On the other hand, if you wear a plush
shark head mask on your head whilst sporting a fancy suit and
skinny tie, then I will let you go and celebrate your fun and folksy
ska and reggae output, laced as it is with the sharp teeth of punk
rock intention. How’s that for a description of an awesome band
that should play more gigs in this town in order to demonstrate
their predatory, aquiline power.
2) The Riddims

3) ¡Revíva!

Best WorlD BAnD

Baracutanga

Winners of the Best Latin Band category too, this ensemble
stretches it’s wide-spanning wings all over the damn globe,
influence-wise. Listening elicits reminders of the importance of
Peruvian instrumental conceits, Caribbean rhythms and American
rock-style dynamics in shaping the current state of World Music.
One more time: listen to “Sangra Pachamama” and “Rumba de
Burque,” if you all want a couple of decent reasons these folks won
in both esteemed categories.
2) ¡Revíva!

3) Concepto Tambor

Best country-Western BAnD/Artist

Tylor Brandon Band

Tylor Brandon and his band are busy building a brand. Their back-
to-classics approach to the sawhorse known as country-Western
music, inflected with incisive playing and a natural flair that comes
from knowing the genre head to tail has been turning heads here in
Duke City, N.M. Brandon’s resonant voice and acoustic guitar-
handling, combined with the saturated strings of players like Joshua
Lee (lead guitar and mandolin), Emily Anslover (Fiddle) and a
rhythm section comprised of bassist Jeff Wilson and drummer Kyle
Matthews got the whole dang band voted Best Country-Western
Band/Artist, too.
2) Moonshine Blind

3) Kyle Martin

Best Blues
BAnD/Artist

Levi Platero

Straight outta Diné Bikéyah, Levi
Platero emerged as an important
interpreter of the electrified
blues—through the guitar—while
still an adolescent. He and his
family left the Rez and toured
practically everywhere to prove
that contention; a little later in his
young life, Levi played mostly rock
guitar before recently returning to
New Mexico and a solo career that
kicks ass. His 2017 single, “Take
Me Back” won awards and re-
established the guitarist as a
regional force to be reckoned with. 
2) Felix y Los Gatos

3) Coach Gun

Best Folk/AmericAnA BAnD

Silver String Band

The Silver String band features the virtuosic violin-istic
emanations of Emily Anslover, backed by heady, humble and
hellacious musicians including bassist Paul Hunton, mandolin
player Jacob Chavez, guitarist Kyle Malone and banjo master Lars
Olsen. Together this cray quintet fashions tunes both terrific and
tuneful. I reckon this town has some of the most powerful and
plaintive crafters of American folk music melded with rootsy rock
overtones west of the Pecos River; the Silver String Band have
convinced our reader’s of the same, it seems.
2) Moonshine Blind

3) Higher Ground Bluegrass

Best hip-hop Artist

Def-i

Def-i grew up in Diné Bikéyah too, before moving to Burque where
he proceeded to conquer hip-hop nation with his down-tempo,
underground, freestyle rap, a musical thing that flows with keen
social intention, calls for community action and is terrifically
diggable and 100 percent organic too. Dude’s already a star the
around the world, so how ’bout a little love for him here in Burque?
Once again, our reader’s agreed with that contention, so here’s to
that “foundation of freedom.”
2) Jubes Juberstein

3) 2DopeBoys

Best soul/r&B BAnD/Artist

Citizens of Tape City

Citizens of Tape City is Josef Scott and Artha Meadors, two of the
top musicians in Albuquerque, methinks. Casually groovy, deeply
and devastatingly descriptive with their use of rock instrumentation
to tell complex sonic tales and most importantly, fun as hell to
listen and dance to, Citizens of Tape City should be required
listening for all citizens of this village too.
2) Delphia

3) Hillary Smith

Best rockABilly BAnD

Moonshine Blind

Moonshine Blind also won in the categories related to potential
record label material, best album and best single. It’s evident that
they embrace rockabilly—a bumpy, edgy side road just off the main
rocanrol highway. It’s a hard trip. I’ve heard you need a fast car to
get there; users of the genre have to be used to pain, hence the
tattoos and cut-time tempos.

2) The Despots

3) Cowboys and Indian

Best electronic Artist

Spaceblnkt

I don’t know who the hell these guys are, they wear freaking masks.
But I’m listening to their album SPACE BLNKT as I write this and
I must say it totally rocks. The keyboards on the first track
transition from electro to jazzy prog with calm confidence. They
also use some very knowing, deeply groovy samples going on later
“Moon Rocks” as well as some deadly accurate drumming, human
metronome style, yo. No wonder this trio took first place in the year
we refer to as 2018. Totally futuristic.
2) ICUMDRUMS

3) Blitzar

Best DJ

DJ Wae Fonkey

A member of the Phunky Monkey Squad as well as a long time
super DJ who capably spins every genre known to humankind—
well except art music; we’re still a long ways off from sampling
Mahler one hopes—DJ Wae Fonkey has an encyclopedic
knowledge of records and uses his super powers for good … so yeah
you can dance to what the man does. As he says, “it’s locking
rocking and popping.”
2) DJ Remainz

3) DJ Flo Fader

Best cover BAnD

Pink Freud

It seems pretty dang obvious that Burque would be the home of a
band that covers, nay channels Pink Floyd, the favorite band of
many a generation of freaks, geeks and rockers that came up in the
US during the past 50 years. This ensemble is composed of Tony
Orant on keys and vocals, veteran Burque rocker Chuck Hawley
(Splinterfish, Mucho Buddha) on guitars, Doug Bellen on bass,
Brad Yablonsky on drums and vocalist Rachel Ross. Mike Gerdes
handles the band’s visuals. Hey this ain’t just another brick in the
wall; go check this band out before you run out of time.
2) Coach Gun

3) The Dirty Shades

Best chorus

New Mexico Gay Men’s Chorus

In 1981, a group of gay male singers created an art music ensemble
called The Brash Ensemble. It was one of the nation’s first gay men’s
choruses and it came right outta the Duke City, folks. Eventually
evolving into it’s present day presentaion, this storied vocal group is
a member of many honorary organizations and performs some of the

Baracutanga COURTESY OF THE ARTIST
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most beautiful, eloquently executed choral music
heard in the state and the nation. Artistic
Director Aaron Howe commands a group that
can handle any composition in the repertoire
from Handel to Grammy award-winning
composer Andrew Tin.
2) Quintessence: Choral Artists of the
Southwest

BEst ExpEriMEntal/avantE-
gardE Band/artist

Pherkad

Pherkad arrives from out of the dusky, dreamy

realm of the jam band, combining nuanced traces
of a multitude of other genres—including jazz,
rock and folk—to make a rocanrol stew that is
intriguing, tasteful and totally, incomparably
experimental. The members of this award-
winning ensemble are guitarist Jason Bowers,
drummer Cheese, keyboardist Zac Ramsey and
multi-instrumentalist Chris Patchett. Together
their output is authentically psychedelic, not
“psych,” a good thing when listening to the
galaxy for proof of intelligent life.
2) ICUMDRUMS

3) Spaceblnkt a

BOBM Editor’s
Choice 2018

Listening to Radio Free 
August March

BY AUGUST MARCH

G
iven the cray but verifiable directionality of this year’s Best of Burque Music Reader’s poll, I

found my agency and authority of Music Editor—and all who’ve held the position post-

Henningsen, from the estimable Laura Marrich through my wonderful wife, Samantha

Carrillo have benefited the community with their individual voices—was an important addition

to the dialogue that commences with the announcement of winners.

We’ve all got our own opinions after all, but perhaps a human unit that’s been following the

local scene since childhood (I used to watch the “Val De la O Show” religiously, carnales!); has

bona fides in the music community (Artemus Edwards was indeed my boss at the UNM

Department of Music, sabes?); and can play the piano rather well (but hardly ever practices)

should have a say with regards to what is considered the best, musically, in this dry as dust but

beloved burg.

That said, here’s what I was thinking when the Best of Burque Music poll came down the pike

like a sodden beast expecting a beach towel for both comfort and affirmation. I gave it a bottle of

Faygo, a Copy of Not Available by The Residents and a half-gram indica pre-roll instead, in case

you are wondering.

Spaceblnkt COURTESY OF THE ARTIST
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BEsT Of ThE BEsT
Best Band of All Time: Leeches of Lore

Best Band of 2017: Sundog and The
Timewreckers (Tie)

Best Musician of 2017: Ashley Floyd

Best Performance of 2017: NiteKidz

Best Stage Presence/Live Act: Rock Jong Il

Best Band We Wish Was Still Together:
Leeches of Lore

Band Most Deserving of a Record Deal:
Russian Girlfriends

BEsT rECOrdIng
Best Album: Perchance to Dream by James
Whiton

Best Single: “Golden” by The Talking Hours

EnsEMBlEs and arTIsTs
Best Rock Band: SuperGiant

Best Punk Band: Get Action!

Best Metal Band: Suspended

Best Pop Band: Red Light Cameras

Best Jazz Band: Entourage

Best Latin Band: Nosotros

Best Reggae/Ska Band: The Big Spank

Best World Band: ¡Revíva!

Best Country-Western Band: Gunsafe

Best Blues Band/Artist: Hillary Smith

Best Folk/Americana Band/Artist: The
Porter Draw

Best Hip-Hop Artist: Wake Self

Best Rockabilly Band: Moonshine Blind

Best Electronic Artist: REIGHNBEAU

Best DJ: DJ Leftovers

Best Cover Band: Pink Freud

Best Experimental/Avant-garde:
ICUMDRUMS

IndIvIdual PErfOrMErs
Best Songwriter: Adam Hooks

Best Composer: Raven Chacon

Best Guitarist: Amanda Castillo

Best Bassist: Artha Meadors

Best Drummer/Percussionist: Sasha Horn

Best keyboard/pianist: Noah Wolters

Best String Player: James Whiton and Emily
Anslover

Best Saxophone Player: Lee Taylor

Best Trumpet Player: Bobby Shew

Best Other Instrumentalist: Skyler Loving

Best Female Vocalist: Lilah Rose

Best Male Vocalist: Adam Hooks

arOund TOwn
Best Party Band: Prism Bitch

Best Wedding Band: Black Unicorn

Best Karaoke Singer: Jeremy Keith

Best Venue: Sister

Best Recording Studio: Push Drive Studios

Best Music Store: Mecca Music & Books

Best Instrument Store: GuitarVista

Best Recording Engineer/Producer:
Manny Rettinger

Best Radio Station for Local Music: KUNM

Best Label: Orange Whip Records

Best Music Teacher: Monica Demarco a
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$10 Vouchers 
yours for $5.00

$10 Vouchers 
yours for $5.00

$10 Vouchers 
yours for $5.00

$20 Certificates 
yours for $10.00

4419 4th St NW, 
Albuquerque, NM 87107

Mon - Sat: 7:00 AM - 4:00 PM
(505) 910-8680

www.mokajoescoffee.com

504 Central Ave SW, 
Albuquerque, NM 87102

Mon-Thurs: 7AM-6PM
Fri & Sat: 7AM-7PM

Sun: 8AM-6PM

(505) 200-0571

www.deepspacecoffee.com

11225 Montgomery Blvd NE, 
Albuquerque, NM 87111

Mon-Sun: 11AM – 9PM
(505) 200-0571

www.eatgrassburger.com

8100 Wyoming Blvd. M6 
Albuquerque, NM 87113

  
OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

(505) 856-2600

www.2ndtosun.com

THURSDAY MARCH 22
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Rob Roman •
variety • 4:30pm • Chris Ravin • rock ’n’ roll • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOMAustin Van • country •
6:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BRIXENS Karaoke • 9pm • FREE

CAMEL ROCK CASINO, Santa Fe DJ Dany • variety • 9pm • FREE

CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Johnny Azari • delta blues • 6pm • FREE

DIRTY BOURBON Crossroad Station • variety • 9pm • $5 • 21+

DRAFTY KILT BREWING COMPANY The Rudy Boy Experiment •
rock, blues • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

EFFEX ALCHEMY • goth, electro, industrial, ’80s • 10pm • FREE •
21+

KIVA AUDITORIUM The Avett Brothers • indie, folk • 7:30pm

MARBLE BREWERYMoonHat • jazz, soulful groove, eclectic funk •
7pm • FREE • 21+

MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras Cowboy Scott • country • 6pm • FREE • 21+

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Gerunding • pop rock • 11pm • 21+ • See
Event Horizon

POSH NIGHTCLUB Bone Thugs-N-Harmony • rap, hip-hop • Mo
Thugs • Layzie Bone • Big Sloan • 7pm • DJ Ohm • hip-hop, EDM,
hardstyle • 10pm • 21+

Calendar | MusiC

MUSIC

CALENDAR

DUEL BREWING Burlesque, Blues and Brews • Mena Domina •
Holly Rebelle • Danny the Harp • dance, variety, blues • 8pm • $10

DUEL BREWING, Santa Fe The Brave New Whale • variety • 7pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

HOTEL ANDALUZ Live at Andaluz • The Tracey Whitney Quartet •
classic jazz, soul • noon • FREE • 21+

ISLETA RESORT & CASINO The Four Tops • classic soul • 8pm •
$25-$35 • 21+

LAUNCHPAD The Coma Recovery • metal • Distances • punk, hard-
core • The Talking Hours • indie rock • Pacenotes • shoegaze • 9pm •
21+

LAZY LIZARD GRILL, Cedar Crest Frankly Scarlet • classic rock •
7pm

THE LIBRARY BAR & GRILL Brain Gang Trivia • 8pm • FREE • 18+

LOUNGE 54 @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo The Bus Tapes •
funk, rock, country, folk, jazz • 9pm • FREE • 21+

MARBLE BREWERY Last To Know • funk, bluegrass, Americana •
7pm • FREE • 21+

MARBLE BREWERY HEIGHTS TAP ROOM Lenin and McCarthy •
acoustic, pop rock • 7pm • FREE • 21+

MARBLE BREWERY WESTSIDE TAP ROOM Kyle Martin Band •
country, rock ’n’ roll, Americana • 8pm • FREE • 21+

MINE SHAFT TAVERN, Madrid Duo Rasminkos • Bohemian pop •
5pm • Emily Herring and the FM Band • country swing • 7pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras Gene Corbin • Americana • 1:30pm • Next
to the Tracks • rock • 6pm • FREE • 21+

Compiled by Taylor Grabowsky, Ashli Mayo and Megan Reneau. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.

Music Calendar continues on page  34

RUFINA TAPROOM, Santa Fe Durand Jones and the
Indications • Lindy Vision • electronic, pop • 9pm

SANDIAGO’S GRILL AT THE TRAM Mike Linden Duo • acoustic,
variety • 6pm

SAVOY WINE BAR & GRILL Cynical Bird • rock, blues, jazz • 6pm •
FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Two Steppin Thursdays • Lincoln
County War • hard country • 8pm • FREE • 21+

WINNING COFFEE CO. Above-Average Open Mic • 7pm • FREE •
13+

ZINC WINE BAR & BISTRO Benny Bassett • acoustic rock •
8:30pm • FREE • 21+

FRIDAY MARCH 23
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Ancient Bones •
classic rock, folk • 4:30pm • Dave Miller Band • blues, soul •
7:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Charm • variety •
5:30pm • ALL-AGES! • Mike Butterfield and the 10 O’clock Blues •
blues, rock • 8:30pm • FREE • 21+

BRIXENS Sloan Armitage • acoustic, singer-songwriter, indie •
8pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CAMEL ROCK CASINO, Santa Fe DJ Dany • variety • 9pm • FREE

CORRALES BISTRO BREWERY, Corrales Last Call • swing, jazz,
soul, blues, R&B • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

THE COUNTY LINE BBQ Chile Pi • pop, folk, acoustic • 6pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

DIRTY BOURBON Crossroad Station • variety • 9pm • $5 • 21+

DRAGON HORN TAVERN Odd Dog • classic rock • 8:30pm • FREE •
21+

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES BREWING COMPANY, Truth
or Consequences Dj Duster • disco, funk, soul • 7pm •

FREE

SUNSHINE THEATER J Boog • reggae, R&B • Jesse Royal • Etana •
Buddhafunk • 8pm • 13+

TRACTOR BREWING CO. Sean Costanza • alt.country • 5pm •
FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Katie Williams • singer-song-
writer • 2pm • FREE • 21+

THE RANGE CAFÉ, Bernalillo Temporary Tattoos • folk,
acoustic rock • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

SATURDAY MARCH 24
B2B2 TAPROOM Shimon King and The B2 Free Agents • jazz,
blues • 6:30pm • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Rob Roman •
variety • 4:30pm • Dog Brain • variety • 7:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!
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BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM The Blunts • rock •
5:30pm • Slim and Bluetones • blues • 8:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BRIXENS Leah Leyva and The Band • pop, blues, rock • 8pm •
FREE

CAMEL ROCK CASINO, Santa Fe DJ Dany • variety • 9pm • FREE

CITIES OF GOLD HOTEL & CASINO, Santa Fe Karaoke • 9pm •
21+

THE COOPERAGE DJ Salsa • salsa • 9:30pm • $5 • 21+

DIRTY BOURBON Crossroad Station • variety • 9pm • $5 • 21+

DOWNTOWN ALBUQUERQUEWeekly Alibi’s 2018 Best of Burque
Music Showcase • 8pm • $10-$15 • 21+ • See Event Horizon

HOTEL ANDALUZ Live at Andaluz • The Tracey Whitney Quartet •
classic jazz, soul • noon • FREE • 21+

LEO’S NIGHTCLUB DJ SuPaStAr • R. Dreamz • The Warlock • hip-
hop • Mo Money G • Swaggy N Iz • Syke Throne • Treez of the 505 •
AAYC • 8pm

LOUNGE 54 @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo The Bus Tapes •
funk, rock, country, folk, jazz • 9pm • FREE • 21+

MARBLE BREWERY Pink Freud • jazz, trance, nu-jazz, psychedelic •
7pm • FREE • 21+

MARBLE BREWERY HEIGHTS TAP ROOM Hub City Sound
System • reggae, alternative • 7pm • FREE • 21+

MARBLE BREWERY WESTSIDE TAP ROOM Bob Guesch and Lisa
Lopez Project • jazz, swing • 8pm • FREE • 21+

MINE SHAFT TAVERN, Madrid Cali Shaw Band • indie, folk,
Americana • 3pm • JJ and the Hooligans • rock, blues • 7pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras Merican Slang • funk, Americana, blues,
rock • 1:30pm • Memphis P-Tails • blues, rock • 6pm • FREE • 21+

M’TUCCI’S MODERNO ITALIAN RESTAURANT DJ Soiree • Flo
Fader • JustinCredible • top 40, dance, hip-hop, cumbia • 9:30pm •
FREE • 21+

ON THE ROCKS LOUNGE AT CAMEL ROCK CASINO, Santa Fe
Sangre Joven • ranchero, cumbia • 8:30pm • FREE

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Odd Dog • classic rock • 7pm •
FREE • 21+

SANDIAGO’S GRILL AT THE TRAM Bardo • classical guitar • 7pm

SAVOY WINE BAR & GRILL Sean Ashby • Americana, roots, surf •
6pm • 21+

STONE FACE TAVERN Big K and Blue Train • R&B, blues, soul •
8:30pm

SUNSHINE THEATERWhy Don’t We • boyband, pop • 7pm

TRACTOR BREWING FOUR HILLS Seth Hoffman • folk, acoustic •
7pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Russell James • folk, singer-
songwriter • 8:30pm • FREE • 21+

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES BREWING COMPANY, Truth or
Consequences 24/7 Blues Band • 7pm • $5

ZINC WINE BAR & BISTROMiller and the Other Sinners • 8:30pm •
FREE • 21+

SUNDAY MARCH 25
CAMEL ROCK CASINO, Santa Fe DJ Dany • variety • 9pm • FREE

CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Tom Bennett • folk, one man band • 4pm •
FREE

CORRALES BISTRO BREWERY, Corrales Lightning Hall • folk,
blues, roots • 3pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

DRAFTY KILT BREWING COMPANY Tobyriffic • Karaoke Show •
3pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

ENVY - ROUTE 66 CASINO, I-40 exit 140 Severo y Grupo Fuego •
Latin, Spanish • 7pm

MARBLE BREWERY Julian Dossett Trio • blues, roots, rock, soul,
jazz, swing, Western • 3pm • FREE • 21+

MINE SHAFT TAVERN, Madrid Key Frances Band • blues • 7pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras Sunday Afternoon Band • variety • 2pm •
FREE • 21+

RED VELVET UNDERGROUND Blues Jam • open mic • 3pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

SISTER Triathalon • R&B • Inner Wave • Received • 8pm • $5-$8

WINNING COFFEE CO. Albuquerque Megaband Jam • acoustic
string band • 2pm

MONDAY MARCH 26
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Jim Jones •
country • 6:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Singing Pilgrims •
folk, country • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CAMEL ROCK CASINO, Santa Fe DJ Dany • variety • 9pm • FREE

CANTEEN TAPROOM Brain Gang Trivia • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

LIZARD TAIL BREWING Open Mic Jam Night with Dave and
Friends • 7pm

MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras Bluegrass Jam hosted by Jake and Ryan •
bluegrass • 6pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING CO. Old-Time Jam Circle • The Virginia
Creepers • 7:30pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING FOUR HILLS Vintage Pop-Up Night • clothes,
jewelry • 5pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Super Tractor Gamers Night •
video game tournament • 5pm • FREE • 21+

TUESDAY MARCH 27
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Open Mic with
Spiral Pilots • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Open Mic with
Rob Roman • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CAMEL ROCK CASINO, Santa Fe DJ Dany • variety • 9pm • FREE

DRAFTY KILT BREWING COMPANY Geeks Who Drink • trivia •
7pm • FREE • 21+

HOOTERS RESTAURANT Brain Gang Trivia • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras Allstar Jam hosted by Roger Lewis • variety •
6pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Kamikaze Karaoke • 7pm •
FREE • 21+

WEDNESDAY MARCH 28
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio RanchoMusic with Mike •
variety • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Chris Ravin • rock
’n’ roll • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CAMEL ROCK CASINO, Santa Fe DJ Dany • variety • 9pm • FREE

CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Brain Gang Trivia • ALL-AGES! • • 6pm •
FREE

LAUNCHPAD Rob $tone • trap • 8pm

MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras Paul and Brian Harmon • classic rock •
6pm • FREE • 21+

POSH NIGHTCLUB Electric Wednesday • 10pm • 21+

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Loungy Wednesdays • variety •
6pm • FREE • 21+

SISTER Electric Funeral • heavy metal, rock • Bad Gateway • 8pm •
FREE

TRACTOR BREWING CO. Sloan Armitage • acoustic, singer-song-
writer, indie • 8:30pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING FOUR HILLS Geeks Who Drink • trivia • 7pm •
FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Adult Coloring Night • Jessey
Sandoval • 3pm • FREE • 21+

THURSDAY MARCH 29
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOMAustin Van • country •
6:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Julian Dossett Trio • blues, roots, rock,
soul, jazz, swing, Western • 6pm • FREE

DRAFTY KILT BREWING COMPANY The Rudy Boy Experiment •
rock, blues • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

HISTORIC EL REY THEATER Sir Mix-A-Lot • hip-hop • 8pm • 21+

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE God Of Nothing • GraveGods • Born Of
Winter • rock • 8pm

SANDBAR BREWERY AND GRILL Zane Williams • country • 9pm

SANDIAGO’S GRILL AT THE TRAM Bardo • classical guitar • 6pm

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Ryan Painter • singer-songwriter •
8pm • FREE • 21+

Music Calendar continued from page33

Join the Santa Fe Reporter’s dynamic sales team 

and start supporting local investigative reporting 

and Arts & Culture journalism that’s been a 

driving force in the City Different for 45 years. 

Are you looking for a 

CAREER  
CHANGE  

or a  

CHANCE TO  
BREAK AWAY  

from selling  

something you  

don’t believe in?

We’re seeking a hard-charging  

ADVERTISING SALES EXECUTIVE 
who can help focus on reaching new customers. 

Do you know Santa Fe like the back of  

your hand? Do you want to determine  

your own earning potential? 

We offer an attractive pay plan, 100% paid medical and a great 

place to work! Email advertising@sfreporter.com today or 

drop by our HQ at 132 E Marcy Street with your résumé. 
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BAked goodS | CAnnABIS ReVIeW BY joSHuA lee

Here It Comes 
N.M. Dems Say ‘Yes’ to Cannabis

I
t won’t come as much of a surprise if you’ve

been reading these back pages, but I’m pretty

sure we’re in for some cannabis legalization

next year. I don’t want to jinx it or anything

(I’m knocking on plywood as I write this), but

the likelihood of a pro-cannabis governor in

2018 has seemed fairly inevitable—to me, at

least.

And then the New Mexico Democratic

party announced their support for cannabis

legalization at the pre-primary convention

earlier this month.

It wasn’t an official platform

change, and it doesn’t mean every

Democrat in the state will suddenly

flip over to the (clearly more

reasonable) side, but it does mean

that the Republicans are going to

have a tough time yanking single-

issue voters over the fence if they

don’t change their cannabis tune,

too.

I don’t see why we can’t all just have a good

time together over here where the grass is

greener (see what I did?).

According to the Albuquerque Journal, two

of the three Democrats seeking the

gubernatorial seat have shown support for

legalization (Michelle Lujan Grisham told

reporters last week that she supports it, but

wants more research done on safely managing

its introduction, and Jeff Apodaca said he

plans to work with legislators to legalize

cannabis during the 2019 session).

Only state Sen. Joseph Cervantes appears

leery of full legalization, noting the state’s

DWI and crime problems as his priorities. I

suppose he isn’t aware that a study published

earlier this year by The Economic Journal found

that border states (hey that’s us!) where

cannabis has been legalized have seen their

violent crime rates drop by an average of 13

percent since their laws changed. He also

probably never heard of the paper published by

the National Bureau of Economic Research last

year that found legalized cannabis had

“minimal impact” on substance use, youth

health outcomes, crime rates and traffic

accidents.

I don’t hate him, though. He did sponsor a

proposal to decriminalize the possession of

small amounts of cannabis—which would

have made the penalty a mere $50 fine. It

didn’t pan, of course, but you can’t fault the

guy for trying. Apparently, he still prefers the

decriminalization route to full legalization. I

would urge him to actually take some time and

read the research. Politics is much faster and

far more divisive today than when we were

kids, Joe. Riding the fence has lost its appeal.

Especially since it looks like the New

Mexico Democratic Party is done with wedgies

and splinters. At the pre-primary, over 90

percent of delegates voted in favor of

supporting the decriminalization and

legalization of cannabis. The new platform

also calls on state Democrats to support federal

descheduling of the drug.

Ariz. Says Bring Your Meds
An Arizona Court of Appeals just ruled

that out-of-state medical cannabis patients

with valid prescription cards can possess and

use cannabis legally within the state. The

surprising policy change was the result of a

2016 case involving California resident

Stanley Kemmish Jr., who was arrested

by Arizona state police for possessing

cannabis and paraphernalia.

Kemmish was charged with

possession of narcotic drugs,

possession of cannabis and possession of

drug paraphernalia.

Kemmish fought the charges on the

grounds that Arizona’s laws protect cannabis

users who are taking the medication under the

recommendation of a doctor, but prosecutors

said the law only protected patients who had

received a card issued by the Arizona

Department of Health Services.

The case went before an appellate court,

where a panel ruled that Kemmish was indeed

protected, since the Arizona Medical

Marijuana Act lists “visiting qualifying

patients”—who are immune to prosecution—

as non-residents who have been “diagnosed

with a debilitating medical condition by a

person who is licensed with authority to

prescribe drugs to humans in the state of the

person’s residence.” 

According to the court’s ruling: “Whether

another state’s medical marijuana law requires

an identification card, a physician’s letter or

some other documentation is immaterial, so

long as the documentation is sufficient under

the law of the issuing state.”

Out-of-state cannabis patients aren’t

allowed to shop their dispensaries, though, so

don’t bother asking.

Now if only I could drive back to

Albuquerque from Las Cruces without getting

popped by federal border agents. … (Did you

already forget? That’s right. You can get

charged with a felony in New Mexico for

possessing legal medical cannabis if you’re

unlucky enough to be carrying it through an

interior border checkpoint. We have two in

New Mexico: One on US-70, between

Holloman AFB and White Sands; the other

on Interstate 25, between Elephant Butte and

Socorro. The Border Patrol has already said

they don’t give a shit about your illness, you

hippie fuck.)  a

CBD STORE

4012 Central Ave SE

(505) 750-0158

8 Proven Benefits
of CBD

Inflammation

Natural pain relief

Reduces Anxiety

Helps to Fight Cancer

Relieves Nausea

May Treat Seizures and 

Other Neurological 

Disorders

Lowers Incidence

of Diabetes

Promotes Cardiovascular 

Health And much more!

Liquid Drop, 
Ointments,

Pet Care, Edibles,
and Much More!

No Medical Card

Needed

       

 

505.369.1060

*The Doc signs all renewals (including PTSD) and most new patients. The Doc is a contracted employee. 

RGO cannot sign people up for the NMMCP. (CR symbol)2017 All rights reserved. R. Greenleaf Organics, Inc.

$65 for renewals
$99 for new patients

15% off for all Veterans

Medical Cannabis
Certifications

Walk-ins are welcome
with medical records!

New PTSD Card
$140 by appointment only

Call today (505) 200-9562
rgreenleaf.com/thedoc
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Free Will Astrology | Horoscopes by rob brezsny

ARIES (March 21-April 19): The “School of Hard
Knocks” is an old-fashioned idiom referring to the
unofficial and accidental course of study available via
life’s tough experiences. The wisdom one gains through
this alternate approach to education may be equal or
even superior to the knowledge that comes from a
formal university or training program. I mention this,
Aries, because in accordance with astrological omens, I
want to confer upon you a diploma for your new
advanced degree from the School of Hard Knocks.
(P.S.: When PhD students get their degrees from
Finland’s University of Helsinki, they are given top hats
and swords as well as diplomas. I suggest you reward
yourself with exotic props, too.)

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Europeans used to
think that all swans were white. It was a reasonable
certainty given the fact that all swans in Europe were
that color. But in 1697, Dutch explorer Willem de
Vlamingh and his sailors made a pioneering foray to the
southwestern coast of the land we now call Australia.
As they sailed up a river the indigenous tribe called
Derbarl Yerrigan, they spied black swans. They were
shocked. The anomalous creatures invalidated an
assumption based on centuries of observations. Today,
a “black swan” is a metaphor referring to an unexpected
event that contravenes prevailing theories about the
way the world works. I suspect you’ll soon experience
such an incongruity yourself. It might be a good thing!
Especially if you welcome it instead of resisting it.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Crayola is one of the
world’s foremost crayon manufacturers. The geniuses
in charge of naming its crayon colors are playful and
imaginative. Among the company’s standard offerings,
for example, are Pink Sherbet, Carnation Pink, Tickle
Me Pink, Piggy Pink, Pink Flamingo and Shocking Pink.
Oddly, however, there is no color that’s simply called
“Pink.” I find that a bit disturbing. As much as I love
extravagant creativity and poetic whimsy, I think it’s
also important to cherish and nurture the basics. In
accordance with the astrological omens, that’s my
advice for you in the coming weeks. Experiment with
fanciful fun, but not at the expense of the
fundamentals.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): According to Vice
magazine, Russian scientist Anatoli Brouchkov is
pleased with the experiment he tried. He injected
himself with 3.5-million-year-old bacteria that his
colleagues had dug out of the permafrost in Siberia.
The infusion of this ancient life form, he says, enhanced
his energy and strengthened his immune system. I can’t
vouch for the veracity of his claim, but I do know this:
It’s an apt metaphor for possibilities you could take
advantage of in the near future: drawing on an old
resource to boost your power, for example, or calling on
a well-preserved part of the past to supercharge the
present.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Booze has played a crucial
role in the development of civilization, says
biomolecular archaeologist Patrick McGovern. The
process of creating this mind-altering staple was
independently discovered by many different cultures,
usually before they invented writing. The buzz it
provides has “fired our creativity and fostered the
development of language, the arts and religion.” On the
downside, excessive consumption of alcohol has led to
millions of bad decisions and has wrecked countless
lives. Everything I just said is a preface to my main
message, Leo: The coming weeks will be a favorable
time to transform your habitual perspective, but only if
you do so safely and constructively. Whether you
choose to try intoxicants, wild adventures, exhilarating
travel or edgy experiments, know your limits.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): The astrological omens
suggest that the coming weeks will be favorable for
making agreements, pondering mergers and
strengthening bonds. You’ll be wise to deepen at least
one of your commitments. You’ll stir up interesting
challenges if you consider the possibility of entering
into more disciplined and dynamic unions with worthy
partners. Do you trust your own perceptions and
insights to guide you toward ever-healthier alliances?
Do what you must to muster that trust.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): If you want people to
know who you really are and savor you for your unique
beauty, you must be honest with those people. You
must also develop enough skill to express your core
truths with accuracy. There’s a similar principle at work
if you want to know who you really are and savor
yourself for your unique beauty: You must be honest
with yourself. You must also develop enough skill to
express your core truths with accuracy. The coming
weeks will be a favorable time for you to practice these
high arts.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Your journey in the
coming weeks may be as weird as an R-rated
telenovela, but with more class. Outlandish,
unpredictable and even surreal events could occur, but
in such a way as to uplift and educate your soul.
Labyrinthine plot twists will be medicinal as well as
entertaining. As the drama gets curiouser and
curiouser, my dear Scorpio, I expect you will learn how
to capitalize on the odd opportunities it brings. In the
end, you will be grateful for this ennobling respite from
mundane reality! 

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): “Love is the only
sane and satisfactory answer to the problem of human
existence,” wrote philosopher Erich Fromm. I would add
a corollary for your rigorous use during the last nine
months of 2018: “Love is the only effective and
practical way to graduate from your ragged, long-
running dilemmas and start gathering a new crop of
fresh, rousing challenges.” By the way, Fromm said love
is more than a warm and fuzzy feeling in our hearts. It’s
a creative force that fuels our willpower and unlocks
hidden resources.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): My goal here is to
convince you to embark on an orgy of self-care—to be
as sweet and tender and nurturing to yourself as you
dare to be. If that influences you to go too far in
providing yourself with luxurious necessities, I’m OK
with it. And if your solicitous efforts to focus on your
own health and well-being make you appear a bit self-
indulgent or narcissistic, I think it’s an acceptable price
to pay. Here are more key themes for you in the coming
weeks: basking in the glow of self-love; exulting in the
perks of your sanctuary; honoring the vulnerabilities
that make you interesting.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): One day, Beatles’
guitarist George Harrison decided to compose his next
song’s lyrics “based on the first thing I saw upon
opening any book.” He viewed this as a divinatory
experiment, as a quest to incorporate the flow of
coincidence into his creative process. The words he
found in the first book were “gently weeps.” They
became the seed for his tune “While My Guitar Gently
Weeps.” Rolling Stonemagazine ultimately named it
one of “The Greatest Songs of All Time” and the tenth
best Beatle song. In accordance with the astrological
omens, I recommend you try some divinatory
experiments of your own in the coming weeks. Use life’s
fun little synchronicities to generate playful clues and
unexpected guidance.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Millions of you
Pisceans live in a fairy tale world. But I suspect that
very few of you will be able to read this horoscope and
remain completely ensconced in your fairy tale world.
That’s because I have embedded subliminal codes in
these words that will at least temporarily transform
even the dreamiest among you into passionate
pragmatists in service to your feistiest ideals. If you’ve
read this far, you are already feeling more disciplined
and organized. Soon you’ll be coming up with new
schemes about how to actually materialize a favorite
fairy tale in the form of real-life experiences. a

HOMEWORK: IMAGINE A BEDTIME STORY YOU’D LIKE

TO HEAR AND THE PERSON YOU’D LIKE TO HEAR IT

FROM. TESTIFY AT FREEWILLASTROLOGY.COM.  

Go to realastrology.com to check out Rob Brezsny’s expanded

weekly audio horoscopes and daily text message horoscopes. The

audio horoscopes are also available by phone at (877) 873-4888 or

(900) 950-7700.
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me. It was close to 1 am and they had just played their last

song. I bought the CD from the band and returned to my

table. I looked over at you and you were still near the stage,

still smiling but this time you were holding your cell phone

trying to get my attention. My driver was ready so had to

leave. I hope you read this terrific newspaper and reply to

my ad as you are on my mind.

I am a Woman. I saw a Man.

Where: Sandia Casino Tlur Pa Lounge as Groove City played

on 3/2/2018.

SHOPPING AT ALBERTSONS

I saw you on Valentine’s Day at the Albertsons on San

Mateo and Montgomery. You were blonde and absolutely

gorgeous. You wearing black workout clothes and i think you

were in your twenties. I was wearing a black cap and a black

sweater and I was at the butcher block.

I am a Man. I saw a Woman.

Where: Albertsons on San Mateo and Montgomeryon

2/14/2018.

RED SPARROW, 1PM SHOWING

Red Sparrow, 1pm showing. We had the whole show to

ourselves. Row E. We didn’t talk, but I should have said

something. I would like to see you again. You have

beautiful curly hair.

I am a Man. I saw a Woman.

Where:  on 3/15/2018.

SIDETRACK WRITER

You were writing your novel alone at the brewery on a

Saturday night. I was leaving but there was something that

made me come back to say hi. Perhaps we can write our own

romantic story together?

I am a Man. I saw a Woman.

Where: Sidetrack Breweryon 3/10/2018.

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENT AT SANDIA
CASINO TLUR PA LOUNGE

Groove City band was playing awesome music and I was

dancing near the stage when I turned and saw you smiling at

Legal Services

CHAPTER 7 BANKRUPTCY $200
Payment Plans, STOP
GARNISHMENTS FAST.
Uncontested divorce from $199
505-688-0070

Home Services

w
CLEANING, HOUSEHOLD
HELP Experienced

organizer, cleaner. Cleaning,
errands, household tasks, spring
cleanup, shopping and
organizing! Affordable. 297-
6741.

STONE AGE CONSTRUCTIONWe
offer quality work at a fair price.
Concrete, Building foundations,
Demo, Covered patios and more:
Lic/Bond/Ins 505-440-2930

Handyman Services

7 STAR ELECT-PLMB-HEAT-AC

We Do it all! 505.332.8965-
Mike Bell
www.AlbuquerqueElectricians.n
et

Photographic Services

WEDDING & PORTRAIT
PHOTOG
www.DavidMartinezPhotography
.com

Buy/Sell/Trade

w
BUYING DIABETIC TEST
STRIPS FOR $CASH$ &

FREE PICK-UP! Highest CASH
Prices Paid In NM For Your
Diabetic Test Strips And FREE
Pick-UP! Help Others(Those
Without Insurance) & Make
Money Too! Call: 505-203-
6806

Events

BUDDY WAKEFIELD! Global
spoken word icon Buddy
Wakefield makes a rare
appearance in the 505! March
29th, 7-9 pm. $15 Tix @
holdmyticket.com. Contact
505-985-9708 for info

Announcements

w
EARTH-FIRSTERS ?? An
endangered species

needs your help. Call 505-433-
9823 to find out how you can.
Make a difference

Studies

w
MRI STUDY 12-18 y.o.
M/F for brain study. $20

per hour. 272-0769 (HRRC #
07-272).

STRESS & THE BRAIN STUDY
Seeking people 21-50 yrs. old
who have experienced
domestic violence, rape, sexual

assault, or severe physical
assault. Study involves two
appts. at UNM. Participants
receive financial compensation.
Visit
https://rebrand.ly/CASAAstudy
to see if you qualify. Call 505-
925-2335 or email
casaastudy@gmail.com for
more info. 

WEEKLY ALIBI HAS OVER
175,000 READERS, every
generation, from the Baby Busters
to the Baby Boomers. Distributed
throughout Abq, Rio Rancho,
Corrales, East Mountain,
Bernalillo, Placitas, Santa Fe and
Los Lunas. The Alibi is available at
restaurants, grocery stores,
college campuses, select retailers
and various downtown locations.
Coverage includes politics, humor,
film, opinion, music, art and the
most comprehensive
entertainment guide in Nuevo
Mexico. ¡Arriba!

Classified
Place your ad: alibi.com

classifieds@alibi.com

(505) 346-0660 ext 258

Employment

Real Estate
Office Space

Northwest

FOX EXECUTIVE OFFICES

Time to get your business out
of your house with a
professional atmosphere. Ask
about our virtual package.

Wellness

WANT TO DETOX FROM
OPIATES W/O USING OPIATE
SUBSTITUTES? Want to do it
in the privacy of your own
home and get off them for
good? I have 30 yrs of exp in
alternative healing and natural

medicine and have proven
results using 5000 yr old
cleansing, detoxing and
rejuvenation methods. Safe,
drug-free, and life-changing. I
offer personal, one-on-one
treatment that is caring,
comforting, and conscientious.
Complete discretion

Employment

HIRING EVENT Hiring Event:
Sheraton Albuquerque
Uptown Hotel is hosting an
in-house hiring event on

Thursday, March 29th from
10am-12pm. We are looking for
new associates to join our team
who are outgoing with a friendly
attitude and an infectious smile,
who also show Ambition,

Body & Soul

Empowerment, and Heart!
Come prepared for on-the-spot
interviews with our hiring
managers! Also, be sure to
dress your best and bring your
resume. If you canât make the
hiring event, no problem!
Contact us today at 505-349-
8033 or stop in to visit with
us!

EOE/M/F/Disabled/Veterans

YOU WILL GET  RESULTS when
you place your classified ad in the
Weekly Alibi. Call 346-0660 ext.
221  today!

THE WEEKLY ALIBI
CLASSIFIEDS are a great deal!
Call 346-0660 ext. 221.

www.foxoffices.info or call
505-260-2300

Rooms/Roommates

MONTGOMERY/EUBGANK

Close to CNM Nth, bus line &
shopping. Fully furnished
including exercise facility, hot
tub & pooltable room.
$350/mo + 1/3 utils,
$250DD. Single occupancy.
No pets. 294-7209

guarenteed. If you are ready to
get off the train to nowhere, or
just want to reduce your use
of legal pain management
opioids, contact
flashfitz@gmail.com. 100%
confidential 

ASIAN MASSAGE Cute, young
Asian college student offering
massage Mon-Fri 11-7, Sat 9-
7. Located near downtown

and university areas. License
#8236. Call 505-675-8890
for an appointment.

YOU WILL GET  RESULTS when

you place your classified ad in the

Weekly Alibi. Call 346-0660 ext.

221  today!

THE WEEKLY ALIBI
CLASSIFIEDS are a great deal!
Call 346-0660 ext. 221.

THINKING OF
BUYING A HOME?

GOOD, BAD OR
NO CREDIT

I CAN HELP!!!

Call/ Email or Register for

505.585. JENA(5362)
jena@jenavrealty.com

Register at jenavrealty.com 

Need to publish a legal notice?

LEGAL NOTICE RATES:

Name Changes: 2 Weeks for $110 + tax

Notice to Creditors: 3 Weeks for $135 + tax

Contact Shane Boyd 

classifieds@alibi.com

(505) 346-0660  ext. 223
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Across

1 Fly fast

4 Amy of 2016’s “Arrival”

9 Retool

14 Fire truck accessory

15 Addition to a bill or
contract

16 Boisterous

17 Flock formation

18 Venus, when visible after
sunset

20 “Back in Black” rockers

22 Some board members

23 Light nap

24 “In memoriam” write-up

26 Corrosive cleaning stuff

27 Know with certainty

30 Bass or buff ending

31 Bother, to the Bard

34 Smoking-based practical
joke that’s hardly seen
anymore

37 Have an ___ the hole

38 Opus ___ (“The Da Vinci
Code” sect)

39 Drew, the detective

41 It’s tough to hear without
an amp

44 8 1/2” x 11” size, briefly

45 Geek blogger Wheaton

46 James of “Gunsmoke”

47 Family member, informally

48 “___ bien!”

49 They may be tough to
break

53 Like the Beatles

54 “As far as I can ___ ...”

58 Way up (and down)

61 Director Ang

62 The Chi-___ (“Have You
Seen Her” group)

63 Siberian forest region

64 “Chandelier” singer

65 Strap for a dog walk

66 With 67-Across, what each
of the long answers displays

67 See 66-Across

Down

1 Coffee nickname

2 CFO or COO, e.g.

3 Irked, with “off”

4 “What ___ the odds?”

5 Split (up)

6 Skillful

7 Department store section

8 ___ Lanka

9 Harmon of “Rizzoli & Isles”

10 Spoonful, maybe

11 British isles

12 Exam for H.S. juniors

13 Banks who hosts
“America’s Next Top Model”

19 Justin Timberlake’s former
group

21 Dave of “Fuller House”

25 Rodeo horse, briefly

26 Sudoku solving skill

27 Costar of Rue, Betty, and
Estelle

28 Do really well

29 Hardy wheat in health-food
products

30 April ___ (“Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles” reporter)

31 Contrary to

32 “Inferno” poet

33 Black-and-white ocean
predators

35 Actor Elba

36 Become used (to)

40 Calendar spans, for short

42 Unexpected plot turn

43 Bin contents, until emptied

47 Private reserve

48 Implied but not stated

49 “Life In ___” (Matt
Groening comic strip)

50 “That’s ___!” (“Not so!”)

51 Alpha successor

52 Currier’s lithography
partner

53 Herr’s wife

55 Otherwise

56 Princess from Alderaan

57 Goneril’s father

59 Prefix with laryngology

60 Palindromic, growly-
sounding compressed file
format
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BY RYAN NORTH “Surround Sound”—one way to take it all in.
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